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STYLE
Robert Goulet to star in the latest
in the Orlando Broadway Series,
Camelot.

FORUM
The Community responds to the
issue of AIDS with its own views on
the manner in which individuals
should approach the disease.

AIDS II
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Rollins News
ROLLINS THEATRE ALUMNI PERFORM
IN NEW YORK CITY
Rollins College graduates, Nancy Hower
and Jesse Wolfe, are currently appearing in
new plays in New York city.
Nancy Hower, Rollins class of 488, is performing therole of Andrea (alongside William
Fichtner and Julie Hagerty) in the MANHATTAN THEATRE CLUB AT CITY CENTER
production of Cindy Lou Johnston's THE
YEARS, a comic drama centering around three
sisters who are confronted by the problems of
marriage, death, sisterhood, and family.
Jesse Wolfe, Rollins class of '89, is appearing Off-Broadway in the New York Premiere
of STRANGERS ON EARTH, a Mark
O'Donnell play "about the romantic entanglements of five hip New Yorkers" at the
Intar Theatre on West 42nd Street.

As aresult of the development grant which
the Cornell Art Museum received las t spring
(see Volume 99, Issue #1), the museum is
initiating a study of its visitors. In order to
complete this survey, the museum is hiring
8-10 students, who will be paid $6 an hour
hour as surveyors. This job consists of
aiding the survey ees in the completion of the
visitors' survey. The workers are needed
until March and will be needed a maximium
of 10 hours per week. Any questions can be
directed to Dr. Arthur Blumenthal of the
ComellFine Arts Museum at extension 2526.

Senior ATO Paul Saenz expresses his excitement about this years mens' pledge Saturday festivities.

Mission Impossible?

RCP PRESENTS
WINTERFEST '93

Self-Study Seeks All Perspectives for New
Mission Statement
BY KATHY FORSTER
Sandspur

The Olin Library at Rollins College presents the paintings of Arthur Rayford- a selftaughtwriter and artist, Feb. 1-28. The exhibit
K in collaboration with African-American
History Month.
The Deland, Florida, artist has works in
foe permanent collections of the Museum of
Arts and Sciences in DaytonaBeach, Hunter
Museum in Chattanooga, TN, and the Zora
Neale Hurston Museum in Eatonville. In
ddition, Rayford has held one-man shows
«the Zora Neale Hurston Museum, Mt.
°°ra Center for the Arts, Deland Museum of
^ and St. Marks Methodist Church in
Trenton', NJ.
Rayfordhas receivedmany awards for his
Pilings, including Best of Show at the
°elandOutdoor ArtFestival, the Lake Wales
"Festival in Lake Wales, Florida, and the
Halifax Art Festival in Daytona Beach,
Honda.
Rayford, who says he did not take paint8 seriously until after his retirement in
^86, cites notables such as Shakespeare,
**&*, Charlie Parker, andBilly Holiday as
Purees of inspiration for his work.
L"W. eXhibit C a n ** v i e w e d k ihe o l i n
j^**yFeb. 1,from8 a_m.to6:30p.m. After
the library is open Monday through
^ y from 8 ajn. to 2 a_m., Fridays from
**• to 5 pjn., Saturdays from 10 a_m. to 5
"d Sundays from noon to 2 a.m.

As Rollins gears up for its regular, ten-year
self-study for reaccreditation by the Southern
Association of Colleges and Schools, the Mission Statement has reemerged as a topic of concern on campus.
"This Statement will determine Rollins commitment to Liberal Arts education through the
turn of the century," says Sophia Zetterlund,
Rollins sophomore and member of the Institutional Purpose committee. "And it is important
for all members of the Rollins community, especially students, to play an active role in this
determination."
The subcommittee on Institutional Purpose
has met on numerous occasions in an attempt to
reevaluate the college's Mission Statement. The
purpose of the subcommittee is to determine
where the college stands in its commitments and
aspirations for the future and evaluate whether
these are conveyed effectively in the proposed
Mission Statement.
Dr. Tom Cook, chair of the Institutional Purpose subcommittee states, "The Mission Statement should be a source of motivation for the
entire Rollins community. The purpose of this
subcommittee is to insure that the Statement is
representative of the commitment Rollins has to
the future."
The last time the Mission Statement was reevaluated was during PresidentBornstein's 1991
Campus-wide Summit. Unfortunately, the stu-

dent perspective was not highly visible at this
event In order to increase the student "voice" in
the Mission Statementreevaluation, the subcommittee decided to ask for innovative and thought-

see MISSION page 16

Rollins College Productions chair Rob Morris
promises that this year's Winterfest celebration
will be "new and improved" from the past two
Winterfests. This is the third year RCP will be
sponsoring this Homecoming-type festival. The
event will be held February 10-13, but no activities have been scheduled to conflict with Parents' Weekend festivities.
Kicking-offthe event will be apre-basketball
game barbeque on Wednesday evening. The
barbeque will be held in front of the field with
Rollins' own Bob Rice performing. Immediately following will be the womens' and mens'
Tar basketball games.
For more information about Winterfest '93,
please see the advertisement on page 2.

QUOTE of the WEEK
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Rush — It still sucks.
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SAFETY WATCH

Florida Leader Publisher
Will Go National
GAINSVILLE, FLORIDA (1/93) Oxendine zine that addresses these relevant issues in such
Publishing, Inc., the 10-year-old company that detail," Oxendine says. "And the best part is that
helps students become leaders and publishes four thenuts-and-bolts adVxceStudent Leader will give
statewide magazines for Florida high school and is corning from other successful student leadcollege students, in October 1993 will launch ers!"
"Our magazines have been well-read and well
Student Leader, a magazine for outstanding studistributed here in Florida for more than 10 years
dents across the country.
Student Leader will be distributed free to stu- because we take the blue-collar approach to pubdents who are active in student government, hon- hshing," Oxendine says. "We call and write
ors societies, and Greek organizations at more every single one of the schools that distributes
than 500 of the nation' s most competitive colleges, our publications. And we learn as much as
says Publisher W.H. "Butch" Oxendine, Jr. "Stu- possible about each school. They're all very,
dent Leader definitely will not be a general- very different, so we often have to have a separate
interest publication," Oxendine says. "Emerging distribution strategy for each college to make
student leaders have unique needs and concerns sure that student leaders get this magazine."
and StudentLeader will give these future national
Oxendine* chose the 'Leader 500 Colleges'
leaders timely advicetohelp them grow to become based on their rankings in such publications as
well-informed, ethical, and ready for the chal- US. News & World Report's Guide to the Best
lenges that face our country."
Colleges, The Insider's Guide to the Colleges,
Oxendine Pubhshing understands the interests and The Right Colleges 1992.
"We also plan to sponsor an awards program
of student leaders, thanks to the company's detailed and ongoing system of reader surveys. "We for the nation's most outstanding student leadregularly correspond with student leaders and ers," Oxendine says. Oxendine Publishing is
college officials by phone and mail about their founding sponsor of the prestigious "Florida
interests," says Kay Quinn, managing editor. College Student of the Year" award, now in its
"Their input has been critical in developing a sixth year. "The 'Student Leader of the Year*
comprehensive and germane list of article topics awards will recognize students because of their
so that Student Leader will serve the needs of our outstanding leadership potential, academic performance, commitment to helping others, and
colleges' most active student leaders."
Student Leader will cover issues such as lead- their belief in working to pay for college themership development, with advice and encourage- selves."
ment from successful student leaders nationally.
Oxendine Pubhshing recently celebrated its
The magazine also will include a regular national 10th anniversary in business. The company's
student-leaders poll to inform students about how flagship publication, Florida Leader, has been
other schools successfully solve campus prob- named "Best College Magazine" in the nation
lems, as well as advice about howtoget along and is read by nearly 300,000 students at 69
with campus press, howtocombat apathy and colleges and 340 high schools across the state.
frustration, tips on fundraising for student orga- The success of Florida Leader has spawned two
nizations, and how to start and get students in- spin-off publications for Florida students, Careers
volved in community-service organizations.
& Majors and Florida Transfer Student.
"There's never been a student-oriented maga-

Compiled by Jesse Fortner

THE SANDSPUR
SAFETY WATCHDOG
CAMPUS SAFETY STATISTICS: JANUARY 1-22
Incident

Date
1/20
1/16
1/8,1/14,1/15
1/6,1/12,1/18.1/19 (2)
1/8
1/16
1/10
1/8,1/12,1/16
1/16
1/19
1/6,1/9,1/15,1/16
1/5,1/6,1/8,1/9 (2)
1/9
1/19
1/5
1/15
1/19
1/15,1/18
1/11,1/17,1/19
1/17
1/8,1/14
1/5
1/5,1/6,1/12,1/14 (2), 1/
16,1/17,1/19,1/22
1/8,1/14 (off-campus)
1/10,1/16
1/16

Grand Theft-Automobile
Grand Theft
Petit Theft
Criminal Mischief
Simple Assault
Altercation
Disorderly Conduct
Trespass Warning
Trespass Arrest
Unauthorized Solicitor
Unauthorized Party
Noise Complaint
Open Container Violation
Liquor Law Violation
Damage to College Property
Damage to Vehicle
Illegal Use of Decal
Hazardous Condition
Medical Assist
Accident
Power Failure
Fire Hazard
Fire Alarm
Fire
Intrusion Alarm
False Alarm

'During power failure, a small fire in Fox Hall was caused from the use of candles.

NUISANCE AND OBSCENE CALLS:

Attention Rollins
Undergraduates
Rollins students are invited to participate in a
very special program involving area high school
students. The students are participants in the
Rollins College Upward Bound and Talent
Search Programs. They have worked hard
throughout high school and will be attending
college in the fall.
Upward Bound and Talent Search are programs designed to assist educationally and
economically disadvantaged youth who exhibit
academic potential and who have the desire to
advance beyond high school to post-secondary
education. The programs assist the students in
developing the skills and motivation that make
it possible to pursue and succeed in higher
education.
This program will bring Upward Bound and

Talent Search seniors on campus for a few
hours to experience college classes, labs,
meetings, socializing, etc. under the guidance
of a college student "mentor." Mentors will
share some personal experiences regarding
the transition from high school to college,
likes and dislikes, college advice and "tips,"
and other relevant materials with the Upward
Bound and Talent Search students.
The program is scheduled for March 8-10,
1993 from 10:45 a.m. -1:30 p_m. Volunteers
are needed to serve as a mentor for one student
on one day for those few hours.

TT IS A CRIME, UNDER FEDERAL, STATE, A N D LOCAL LAWS, TO MAKE HARASSING OR
OBSCENE TELEPHONE CALLS.
•PENALTIES OF UP TO ONE YEAR I N PRISON OR FINES OF UP TO $1000.00 ARE
PRESCRIBED.
•IT IS UNLAWFUL FOR A N Y PERSON(S) TO TELEPHONE ANOTHER PERSON WITH THE
INTENT TO ABUSE, TORMENT, THREATEN, HARASS, OR EMBARRASS SAID PERSON.
SIMILARLY, THE LAWS ALSO PROHIBIT OBSCENE PHONE CALLS, DESCRIBED AS LEWD
OR LASCIVIOUS REMARKS, SUGGESTIONS, OR PROPOSALS INTENDED TO EMBARRASS,
DISTURB, OR A N N O Y PERSONS TO W H O M SAID REMARKS, SUGGESTIONS, OR
PROPOSALS WERE MADE.
•IF YOU ARE VICTIMIZED BY RECEIVING THESE CALLS. NOTIFY CAMPUS SAFETY AND
REPORT n". TELEPHONE TRACERS CAN BE PUT O N YOUR PHONE.

PAULJ.UOI,
ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF CAMPUS SAFETY

• If you would like to participate in the program or would like more information, please
contact Diane Smith at 646-2282.

CAREER SERVICES DICTIONARY

SUBS
WINTER PARK
644-8262
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resume"\rez-eh-ma\ n: what
you'll have after attending
Resume Blitz Day (as in Monday,
February 15 -- all day in Career
Services — no appointment
needed), also what you'll need
to get into Career Expo.
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Monday - Thursday: 11 a.m. - Midnight
Friday & Saturday: 11 a.m. - 1 a.m.
Sunday: Noon -11 p.m.
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One Large
One Small
Cheese Pizza Cheese P\&°
with up to TWO Toppings
and a 2-Liter C o c a - Cola

$5.99

withuptoTWOTc>pp|n95
anda32oz.Coca-Coia

$3.99

FREE DELIVERY WITH THESE COUPONS ONLY

IN REVIEW
lop news stories
or the week of
pnuary 26mebruary 1 st from the
jsociated Press
jwswire

her husband carry out the fatal abduction of
Exxon executive Sidney Reso in April 1992.

$3.5 Million Mistake
(1/27) — After serving 17 years in prison for a
false murder conviction, the City of Los Angeles
has agreed to pay two men 3.5 million dollars a
piece. The defense argued that the police coerced
witnesses and suppressed evidence in the case.

,Mp|LED BY GREGG R A I N O N E

MIT Sued For Price-Fixing
(1/28) — An MIT graduate is resisting the
school's bid for repayment of his student loan by
countersuing MIT for alleged collusion in fixing
financial-aid awards. The counterclaim could
expose a potentially large area of liability for
private schools thathave been targets of a Justice
Department price-fixing case.

INTERNATIONAL:
jlians Killed by U.S. Troops
i--U.S. and Belgian troops destroyed six
yarmedmilitia trucks andreportedly injured
Csomalis in fighting near Mogadishu, Somalia
Le city a Marine was shot and killed while on
jl He is the third American fatality in Opuion Restore hope thus far.

vian Mayoral Candidate
sassinated
)-Peru's Shining Path guerrillas killed a
uyoral candidate and his wife in shanty-town
i Lima and detonated a car bomb in front of
it's offices in La Molina, injuring four people
aiding to witnesses, in an effort to disrupt
nicipal elections.

ton Lifts Gay Ban

Murderer Plea-Bargains

(1/29)—Governor Rosello of Puerto Rico signed
a law making both English and Spanish official
languages of the U.S. territory, in a prelude to a
likely bid for statehood.

(1/27) — The Seminole County School Board
banned the distribution of condoms in the district's
schools, inresponse to agovernor-appointed panel
that earlier this month recommended the state
distribute condoms in schools and prisons as part
of an overall ADDS prevention program.

(2/1)—Agay man sayshe'llaskNorth Carolina's
governor to help increase awareness of the
problem against gays. Police in Wilmington say
three Marines attacked Crae Pridgen over the
weekend. The police say the Marines shouted
"Clinton must pay!" — an apparent reference to
the president's moves toward lifting the ban on
gays in the armed forces.

BUSINESS:
Disney Reports Profit
(1/26) — Walt Disney reported 2 5 % higher
earnings for its first quarter of 1993. Gross
revenue also rose by 2 5 % for the quarter, up to
2.39 billion, compared with 1.92 billion the year
before.

Harcourt Brace Changes Name

NATIONAL:

FLORIDA:

Seminole Schools Ban Condoms

nch Ambassador Dies
.-France's ambassador to Zaire died after
H hit by a stray bullet when soldiers opened
nKinshasa, French officials said. The Zairean
Biers were annoyed because they were paid in
'banknotes that the interim government has
worthless. Troops from two barracks
i on a rampage through the capital.

(1/29) — The government reported a growth rate
of 3.8% for the Gross Domestic Product in the
final quarter of 1992, the best performance in 4
years.

Puerto Rico Hints at Statehood

Clinton Causes Gay Bashing Wave

) - Yugoslav boats stepped up their defiof UN sanctions, ignoring orders from
iria and Romania to stop hauling thousands
Iftons of oil into Serbia on the Danube River. In
itia, meanwhile, Croatian forces seized a
i inside Serbian-held Territory and said retting Serbs had set off mines that threatened
estructure.

Economy Grows

(1/29)—The city of Los Angeles opened its first
subway system. The system will be complete in
2010, extending for 17 miles from downtown to
suburban Hollywood. Fare: $1.10 per ride.

j|jfy of Serbian Bombing

ilavfa Defies UN Sanctions

(1/28) — Mercedez-Benz plans to broaden its
product line with a minivan-like vehicle, a small
car for urban travel, and a four wheel drive leisure
car, in a bid to respond to a changing world auto
market

(1/26) — Leondra Henderson, 17, of Auberndale
and charged with double abduction-slaying in the
carjacking incident in Kissimmee in November
has agreed to testify against three accomplices in
exchange for state prosecutors not seeking the
death penalty against him in the first federal
carjacking case in U.S. history.

L.A.'s Subway Unveiled

)—Secretary of State Warren Christopher
iedUS officials to prepare papers examining
^possibility of bombing Bosnian Serb airfields
I heavy weapons as part of a review of all
ulicy options open to the US in that area.

Mercedes Copies Chrysler

(1/26) — In a move directed by new owners
General Cinema Corp., the Orlando-based publishing house of Harcourt Brace Jovanovich Inc.
will drop the Jovanovich from its name and
become Harcourt Brace and Co. Jovanovich
was added to the name in 1970 by then chairman
William Jovanovich, who retired in 1990.

Pratt and Whitney Layoff
(1/27)—Many workers at the Pratt and Whitney
jet engine plant in Palm Beach County say the.)
had no idea so many people would be laid off.
The company plans to cut 1500 workers loose by
the end of next year because of an ongoing
business slump.

'-President Clinton said to Pentagon
?fs ^ h e will lift a ban on gays in the
%, sparking a heated and largely partisan
fe
on the issue in the House of Representa1
^ in the Senate. Opposing Clinton's Telephone Merger
sal are Joints Chiefs Chairman Powell and
•Armed Services Committee chair Sam
(1/27) — The national merger of Central Telephone Company and US Sprint is forcing two
Florida phone companies to consolidate. Itmeans
*on Abductor Sentenced
that Centel, which serves the Tallahassee area,
will be combining operations with Orlando's
United Telephone by the end of March.
Irene Seale was sentenced to 20 years
^n without the chance of parole for helping

WINTERFEST 1993
SCHEDULE OF EVENTS:
Friday:
4 r e ^ C t b a U barbe<-ue w/ Bob Rice's Band
• 8:00 Livingston Taylor Concert ~ at the
-° (use your R-Cani)
Fieldhouse
;-7° f *eHeldhou S e
tickets available at SGA
7 J J ™ n ' s Basketball
• 9:30 Mardi Gras Party - CSS Building
le
n's Basketball
Saturday:
. 11 PM - 2 AM FORMAL
Rolii^S*11 G a m e v e r s u s Embry Riddle
at
Park Avenue Grill
^ ^ h t at the Mill

Florida Coast Safe From Drilling
(1/27)—The governor and cabinet have rejected
a proposal to drill for oil off Florida's Gulf coast.
But the president of Coastal Petroleum of Tallahassee says he may go to court to force the issue.

Florida Troopers Continue
Crackdown
(1/27) — State officials say they are going to
continue their crackdown on drivers who have not
registered their cars in Florida. They say more
than ten-thousand citations have been issued since
the latest enforcement effort got started.

Garbage Protest in Bartow
(1/27) — More than 600 people showed up last
night in B artow to pro test plans to build a g arbage
incinerator in Polk County. The arguments have
been going on for years, with critics saying the
plant will pollute surrounding air and water.

Hospital Settlement Reached
(1/27) — Officials at St. Joseph's Hospital in
Tampa have reached a 6.75 million dollar settlement with the family of a brain-damaged twoyear-old boy. Lawyers say a mistake by the hospital resulted in his being given far too much
nutritional supplement while on an intravenous
machine in 1990.

Navy Instructor Convicted of Sexual
Harassment
(1/30) — A boot camp instructor at the Orlando
Naval Training Center was convicted of having
sex with one female recruit and making sexual
comments to another young woman in his company. Petty Officer Brian David Brown, 34 and
married with three daughters, was sentenced to 45
days of confinement, a reduction in pay, and a
reduction in rank, in addition to a fine of $1800.

Gyrcopter Crashes, Kills CEO
(1/29) — Harry A. Ferran, 56, chief executive
officer of Ferran Service and Engineering in Orlando, died of injuries sustained in the crash of an
experimental homebuilt gyrocopter he was piloting in afieldnorthof Ocoee.Mr. Ferran is survived
by his wife of 2 months.

Teenagers Held for Murder, Rape
(2/1) — Authorities in Lake County are holding
two teenagers charged with killing two small girls
and shooting and raping their mother. Officials

say the victims were attacked late Saturday night
while they were shopping.

Florida D.O.E. Loses Equipment
(2/1)—A new audit says the Florida Department
of Education can't find about 1.5 million dollars
worth of equipment. Agency managers say they
think all of it can be located, but auditors blame
a series of problems for losing the equipment

Prisoners Illiterate
(2/1) — A new analysis says nearly one-third of
the teachers in Florida's prison system have
trouble with spelling, grammar and sentence
structure. While many are vocational teachers,
some are involved in teaching inmates how to
read and write.

SPORTS:
Giants Hire Reeves
(1/27) — The last head coaching vacancy in the
NFL was filled yesterday when the New York
Giants hired 49-year-old Dan Reeves. Over the
past 12 seasons as Denver's head coach. Reeves
led the Broncos to five division titles and three
Super Bowls. Sources say Reeves got a five-year
contract.

Daly Earns 500 victories
(1/27) — Last night New Jersey's Chuck Daly
became the 15th man to earn 500 NBA coaching
victories. The Nets out-rebounded the Lakers 6544 and outscored Los Angeles 106-to-91.

Penske Announces Indy Drivers
(1/27) — Roger Penske yesterday officially announced his drivers for the upcoming 1993
IndyCar season. Canadian driver Paul Tracy will
step in for retired Rick Mears and join former
IndyCar and Formula One champion Emerson
Fittipaldi as the Penske team drivers.

PGAA Loses Suit
(1/29) — The Professional Golfers Association
of America has lost a US district court anti-trust
decision awarding $12 million to a rival organization operating a golf equipment trade show in
Atlantic City, NJ.

Courier Captures Australia Open
(1/31) — American Jim Courier won the Australian Open men's tennis title with a victory over
Sweden's Stefan Edberg, and Monica Seles of
Yugoslavia beat German Steffi Graf for the
women's title.

Cowboys Win Super Bowl
(2/1) — The Dallas Cowboys beat the Buffalo
Bills 52-17 in the Super Bowl. Buffalo had a
record 9 turnovers in an otherwise statistically
close game. Dallas QB Troy Aikman was selected as MVP with 4 TD passed. Dallas rusher
Ernmitt Smith had 108 yards rushing. Jim Kelly
sprained his knee and was replaced by Frank
Reich in the 2nd quarter. This was the 7th out of
the last 10 Super Bowls to be decided by more
than a 19 point difference. It was also the NFC's
9th win in the last 10 games. Dallas coach Jimmy
Johnson has now played for a national champion
— Arkansas in 1964 — coached a collegiate
national champion — Miami five years ago —
and coached a Super Bowl winner.

Janzen Triumphs in Phoenix Open
(2/1) — Birdies on the last two holes gave Lee
Janzen a victory in the PGA's Phoenix Open.
Janzen's 11-under-par 273 beat Andrew Magee
by two strokes.

Toyota Shows Their Stuff in Daytona
(2/1)—A Toyota Eagle prototype won the Rolex
24-Hour sports car endurance race in Daytona
Beach, Florida, over the weekend. Drivers on the
winning team were P J . Jones, Rocky Moran and
Mark Dismore.
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Go One
Rollins College Career Fair, Enyart Field House, Thursday, February 25,9:00 a.m.-T p.m.

Day.
Uncover employment, internship, and volunteer opportunities with more than 35 organizations.

Prepare
Present a copy ot you r resume tor adm ission.

for^^~
Call (646-2195) or drop by CareerServices in the Mills Building for more details.
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15,1993.
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Ifhe Next Production in
the Orlando
Broadway Series:
Camelot
Robert Goulet to Star in the Broadway
Smash
L MARK SNYDER
Themajesty and splendor of the Knights of the
o' und Table return to life as Tony Award-winLa star Robert Goulet ascends to the throne as
legendary King Arthur and heads a lavish
0 production of Lerner & Loewe's epic musical Camelot, presented by Florida Theatrical Association February 23 through February 28 as
art of the 1992-93 Orlando Broadway Series.
Comelotis the quintessential family show with
ndying appeal thathas spanned generations and
j^led audiences the world over. Based on T.H.
!flfojie's"The Once and Future King," Camelot
! uUs the tale of King Arthur and his quest for truth
and righteousness in the world, and the choices
lie is forced to make between his beloved Queen
! Guenevere and his most favored knight, Sir
Lancelot One of the most spectacular musicals
! in Broadway history, Camelot boasts a lush and
romantic score, with lyrics by Alan Jay Lerner
I andmusic by Frederick Loewe. Such memorable
j numbers as "If Ever Would Leave You," and
j "C'estMoi" (introduced to the world by Robert
j Goulet), "How To Handle A Woman," "I Won| derWhat The King Is Doing Tonight," and, of
i course, the title song, ensure that Camelot shines
with tuneful majesty.
Portraying the idealistic and benevolent King
Arthur brings Robert Goulet full circle in his
association with Camelot, having created the role
of Sir Lancelot in the original 1960 production.
Goulet, who won a Tony Award for "Best Actor
in a Musical" for Kander and Ebb's The Happy
r_7ie,hashadaversatilecareer whichhas touched
every aspect of show business. His stellar work
spansfromstage,filmand televisiontoa Grammy
Award-winning recording career, encompassing
over 60 albums. Of his many national tours, one On Thursday morning, many Rollins students were taken aback by the "stuff" on Mills Lawn. Some students
bis favorites—and Orlando audience's favor- thought someone trashed the lawn, others thought that the Rollins maintenance crew had forgotten to clean up
; in 1989-was the critically acclaimed and the remnants of some bizarre Rush week ritual. Some students were actually under the impression that Rollins
record-braking South Pacific in which he porwas trying to create some kind of UFO landing site. In actuality, last week Mills Lawn was used in the art piece
ted Emile de Becque. His most recent film named Snow. Designed by three leading members of a Rollins kalobalistic society, this strange piece of land
role was in the comedy hit, The Naked Gun, 2II
artwork took Rollins by storm.
I in which he co-starred with Leslie Nielsen.
Goulets' multi-faceted accomplishments have
truly made him entertainment royalty.
Camelot also features Patricia Kies as
Guenevere, Steve Blanchard as Sir Lancelot,
Kenneth Boys as Mordred, and James Valentine
«both Merlin and Pellinore. The production is
fated and choreographed by Norb Joerder,
*hosenational stage credits include42ndStreet,
breathing manifestations of a noble heritage and charging to MasterCard or VISA. Tickets
<m,mAHelbDolly! Recreating the grandeur
dedicated to continuing the glories of the past in also available at all TicketMaster locations. A 50
BY
M
A
R
K
S
N
Y
D
E
R
of England circa 600 A.D., will be Neil Peter
Sandspur
today's too-easily jaded world.
percent discount is available for full-time stufonpolis (scenic supervision and lighting) and
Anyone
who
has
seen
the
boys,
either
in
redents and enlisted military personnel with valid
The
ViennaBoys
Choir
will
appear
in
a
special
fanne Lee (costume supervision). Ensuring that
hearsal
or
in
performance,
soon
realizes
the
seidentification.
performance
presented
by
the
Florida
Symphony
Je heralding trumpets are heard wiU be Tom
cret
of
their
fascination:
they
have
managed
to
The Vienna Boys Choir will be the second
Orchestra
on
Sunday,
February
7,
at
8:00
P.M.
at
wse (sound design). Musical direction will be
combine the naivete of childhood with artistic concert in this season' s Pops Collage Series. Other
II
the
Carr
Performing
Arts
Centre.
the hands of John Visser.
maturity—something that can only be achieved concerts in this lineup are: Valentine's Day
Camelot will be presented at the Bob Carr For nearly five centuries, the Vienna Boys
through serious work.
Performance on February 14; and Victor Borge
Choir
have
enchanted
millions
with
the
charm
Worming Arts Centre for eight performances
Tickets are available at the Florida Symphony on April 2.
and
excellence
of
their
music-making.
The
tradiJj.Tuesday through Saturday evening at 8:00
Orchestra Ticket Office at 1900 N. Mills AvFor more information concerning this concert
JM
- with matinees on Thursday, Saturday and tions they preserve are not the hidebound curiosienue,
Suite
3,
Orlando;
or
by
calling
894-2011
event,
call 894-2011.
J% at 2:00 P.M. Tickets are on sale now for ties one finds in museums or libraries, but living,

The Vienna Boys Choir Comes to
Orlando

U3.50 through $40.00 at all TicketMaster Ticket
^tersincludingGayfer's.MegaMovies, Sound
•rehouse, and Spec's Music and Movies, or
^ge-By-Phone by calling (407) 839-3900 or
* )353-3309. Tickets are also available at the
jjando Centroplex box office and the Orlando
Wa
y Series box office, open Monday
- Friday from 10:00 A.M. through 6:00
* mBarnett Plaza at Church Street and Orange
^ » e downtown. The Orlando Broadway
* a presentation of Florida Theatrical
•toon, a non-profit civic organization with B Y M E G H A N M U L L
teer board of trustees established to ensure Sandspur
-continued presentation of quality national
The month of February will be very exciting
Pr0dUCtionS
state of norida
for
the American Heart Association, Central
^?o
"* ^
- The
Florida Region. To start things off, the Third
( >rlando
b. D.
Broadway Series sponsored
Annual "Open Your Heart" St. Valentine Party
*« Coke, Publix and SunBank, with prowill be held on Thursday, February 11, at the
Usu
Pportprovidedby WFTV-Channel 9,
Park Avenue Grille to benefit the young
lc
*n Airlines and the Omni Hotel Orlando
,
?iofessiond spoap,AffairsoftheHem.Affairs
ex.

American Heart
Month
February Means More than Valentines
of the Heart is a young professionals, fund raising auxiliary of the American Heart Association,
Central Florida Region.
The event will be held from 5:30to9:00 P.M.
and features entertainment, complimentary hors
d'oeuvres, and a cash bar. The Park Avenue

Please see HEART, page 6

There must be a
reason why over half
of this year's medical
and law school
applicants c a m e to
Kaplan.
C a l l us to f i n d out \ v h \
1-800-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN
T h * answc* to t h * test question.
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Buffalo Bill
Exhibit on Display
at the Orlando
Museum of Art
BY R O B I N H U N I C K E
Sandspur

Thanks to a grant from national corpo- thing back to our friends and employees in
rate sponsors General Mills and Anheuser- Central Florida."
In addition to General Mills and
Busch, the drama of frontier America is
being displayed for the first time ever in Anheuser-Busch, Alamo Rent A Car, Inc.
the Southeast in an exhibition on loan has supported the exhibition, along with
from the Buffalo Bill Historical Center in these official sponsors: General Mills
Restaurants, including Red Lobster, Olive
Wyoming.
Through these donations, the Orlando Garden, and China Coast; General Mills
Museum of Art is able to sponsor Frontier Orlando Distribution Customer Service
America: Art and Treasures of the Old Center, Gold Medal, Betty Crocker, and
Westfromthe Buffalo Bill Historical Cen- Big G Division; and Anheuser-Busch
ter. "This exhibit," to run through Feb- Companies, including Budweiser, Bud
ruary 14th, "is a collection of more than Light, Bud Dry Draft, Sea World of Florida,
180 western paintings, sculptures and ar- Busch Gardens Tampa, and Cypress Gartifacts," said the Orlando Museum of Art's dens.
Works by artists like Frederic
Executive Director Marena Grant
Remington, Charles Russell, Thomas
Morrisey.
"Without the support of corporate Moran, George Catlin, and Albert Biers tadt
sponsors like Anheuser-Busch and Gen- are on display. In addition to paintings and
eral Mills, we would not be able to bring sculptures, exhibition artifacts commemomajor exhibitions like this to the South- rate the legacy of the heroic figures of the
east and the Central Florida area," she Old West—pioneers, settlers, cowboys,
said. "We are honored to be the first mu- cowgirls, soldiers and Native Americansseumtobring this exhibition to our region." displaying authentic Indian clothing,
General Mills Vice President Joe R. weapons and jewelry, antique firearms and
Lee said the General Mills Foundation is saddles.
On loan from the Buffalo Bill Historical
aware of the Orlando Museum of Art's
"outstanding reputation for providing Center are several relics of Colonel William
exhibitions and programs of the highest F. "Buffalo Bill" Cody: his saddle, spurs,
quality" and is "pleased to provide the jacket and several of his rifles.
The Orlando Museum of Art is located at
national support necessary to bring this
2416 North Mills Avenue in Orlando's
important exhibition to the Southeast"
August A. Busch, HI, chairman of the Loch Haven Park. For more information
board and president of Anheuser-Busch concerning this exhibit and other Orlando
Companies, Inc., said their sponsorship Museum of Art events, call 896-4231.
"gives us an opportunity to give some-

Controversial Play
Comes to Eola
Theatre

^_J

Todays
Recycle Your Stee Cans
B Y MARK S N Y D E R
Sandspur

.

-::'\. •.

On college campuses throng bout the country; today's students are increasingly concerned aboui a
mental issues such asso&J wasternanagement. Recyclingis an important part of any solid waste njanai
program. And, m addition to Reserving natural resources and conserving landfill space, r.
activity in which e\
.an participate.
Steel can recyclingis an __mport_tnl part of all recycling efforts. Atthe Steel Can Recycling Institute!
we believe consumers need to be knowledgeable of the solid waste management options that a;
to them. To that end, it k our objective to serve as an information source on the recycling of empr.
beverage, paint, and aerosol cans.
According to the Steel Can Recycling Institute, all students*faculty, food service employee
campus patrons sfovte think twice before pitching their next empty soup can in the trash. Why? B*3;
one out of three steel cans was recycled in 1991. And that number is growing at such a rate that by {995,
steel industry plans to reach 01 exceed a recycling goal of 66% — two out of every three steel cans.
Steel cans come u. ail shapes and sizes. From the single-serving soup can to the one-gallon "cafeteria**.:
vegetable canto thebandage box found in nearly every household me4icmecabmet, these ''un^carearer-iLi
made of steel. And once collected, steel cans become a vital resource for making new steel Newcaw)Ca
bridges, and refrigerators are just afew of the ways these cans may come back to us in tbe form ofnewsie.
products. In fact, since One-fourth of the steel in a can is already recycled steel, today's steel can mav
have been part of a refrigerator, a weight-lifting set. e r a football stadium.
Residential cx>nununities collect steel cans for recycling through all types of programs ranging...
curhside collection and drop-off to multi -material buyback- And colleges ami universities may collect a*"
cans through.ins titutional recycling programs. _Moreover,steersmagne_c attraction makes it easy tosepanu
steel cans from other recyclables or from the solid waste stream. This technique, magnetic separation, _
practiced by material recovery facilities across the country,
Al present, steel cans are being recycled in more than eight thoiisand locations nationwide. So check vour
local listings for the one nearest you. With yoiff participation, our country s solid waste can f_e efficiently and
You can help by spreading the word that empty steel cans, as well as steel lids and closures, are be
recycled at increasing rates into new steel products. And let people know they can turn to tbeSCRl

HEART, from page 5
Grille is located at 358 Park Avenue North in Winter
Park on the corner of Canton Avenue. There will be a
cover charge in the form of a $4.00 donation for
members and $6.00 for non-members. Casual and
business attire will be worn.
Proceeds from this event will benefit the American
Heart Association, Central Florida Region. The
American Heart Association seeks to reduce the incidents of cardiovascular disease, the nation's number
one killer, through prevention, education and research.
The month of February will also kick off "Pass The
Hat," an event where local companies pass around an
envelope in which employees can donate money in
honor of American Heart Month.
The theme for this year's campaign is We offer a
special incentive for learning stroke's warning signs.
It's called life. The AHA's efforts will be directed
toward educating people about the warning signs of
stroke and the importance of taking medical action
when these symptoms occur. AHA volunteers will
work to raise $488,000 to support AHA programs and

cardiovascular research.
"Nearly three million Americans now alive are su
vivors of stroke, but this disease takes the lives of mi
than 145,000 people annually," said Karen Clonings
M.D., president of the Metro Orlando Division. "H
money raised in our community this year will fundth
AHA's research that will lead to the reduction an
disability and death from heart diseases and stroke."
Local companies, including Orlando Business Joa
nal, Bob Vestal and Company, and Westbrook Ai
Conditioning and Plumbing, will pass an envelop
around to employees. One side of the enve
contain statistical information about heart attacks and
pie graph telling where the AHA spends the mow
raised. On the other side, employees initial theenvi
lope to indicate they've had the opportunity to give.
The Metro Orlando Division of the AHA needs tk
help of hundreds of volunteers in this vital campaign
Individuals interested in volunteering should conl*
the local AHA office at 843-1330. Contributions al
lected by volunteers support research, professional am
public education, and community service
locally, as well as nationally.

BY C H R I S LOWE
Sandspur

Beginning Friday February 5th, the Rogue Theatre Players will present a play that has
been referred to by many as quite powerful and controversial. This Friday will present
the theatre's premier prodution of Uniaentified Human Remains and the True Nature of
Love. Directed by Lester Malizia (managing director of Seaside Theatre in Daytona
Beach), the play stars Rus Blackwell, Susan Russell, Miriam Saunders, Christine
Robison, Ted Shanka, Philip Mansfield, and Tom Nowicki.
Unidentified Human Remains and the True Nature ofLove is a powerful and highly
controversial script by Canadian playwright Brad Fraser. Time magazine called it "A
brutal, compelling, thought—provoking and even comic exploration of the desperate
search for relationships in this age of uncertainty." Variety said, "Intensely erotic Hot
Stuff. No fooling."
Unidentified Human Remains and the True Nature ofLove will be performed at the
Eola Theatre Company in Orlando, 17 Wall Street Plaza next to the Yab Yum
Coffeehouse. Wall Street
Plaza is located mid-way between Washington and CenThere must be a
tral Street off of Orange Avreason why over half
enue, downtown. Performances will be on Wedneday
of this year's medical
through Saturday evenings at
and law school
6:00 P.M. through the month
of February. Tickets are
applicants c a m e t o
$12.00. All Rollins students
Kaplan.
are invited to this production
that promises to be highly
entertaining. Come experiCall us to find out whv
ence Orlando's newest equity
theatre. For reservations and
1- 800-KAP-TEST
more information, call 4261154.

KAPLAN
T h * aivau.*r to the test question.

II
S P Y P r e s e n t s the Dylan-o-Matic
Bob Dylan has just celebrated the 3 0 t h anniversary of his Columbia recording
career, and as our own special t r i b u t e we've devised the Dylan-o-matic. Now you
too can w r i t e t h e words to a Dylan song: S i m p l y c o m b i n e the items in the
columns below as randomly as you'd like. D o n ' t read straight across, thoughthose combinations are from actual Dylan lyrics!

Tbe drunken
Tbat big dumb
Tbe heart-attack
The leading
The savage
The tain
The poor I ict.e
My patror.
The cowboy
The shoeless
The one-eye.
The neon
! Some old
Nature's
fisbe a n

upon the street

in the gorge
strapped across their shoulders
in the costume of a monk
in sand
in the wolfman's disguise
back in bed
with a ghost
with his candle lit
upon the beach
a futile horn
Grand Street
by in a flash
on your spirit
as they come
into my room

3,1993
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Short Takes
The Weekly Movie Review with This Week's
feature: Matinee
ov CARRIE T U C K E R A N D B I L L G R I D L E Y
£[jjndspi/S Own Sskel and Ebert

« _ « 1 - * " • « C T e n h 6 8 " 1 o f * • ° " e u n u l * • * . before we saw it, but I ended ^ S _ _ _ .
Carrie:WhenBill called me and asked ifl
want to see. Ha, ha, get it?

wanted to see M a / m ^ J said sure, which movie do vouu
J
BiU: Ifyoudon'tknow.Mor^isalook^^^
lovtZdZ
WesL Set at the peak of the Cuban Missile Cnsis, it centers on the premier opening of a
6
:honWflickcalled Mont.
The
townspeople*'
senses,
already
heightened
by
the
threat
of
impending
nuclear
disaster
Carrie:
^methetoyofschlock-moviemogul,LawrenceWoolsey (loosely based on the50'sB-moviekinJ
Wiliam Castle, inventor of such unforgettable theatrical effects as the 13 Ghosts and the Tinrier?
JohnGoodrnanmakes a perfect Hollywood type with his fat cigars and insincere smiles He didhand
0Ut some good advice though, noting that things aren't always what they appear to be
BE- Even better was Cathy Moriarity as his B-movie scream queen and reluctant companion If
\ pmssedhetmSoap Dish as an aggressive soap opera diva, checkher out in this one She basically
stole the show with great lines and a wicked deadpan style. I hope she starts turning up more often
Carrieilwoulddieforherhatsalone! Anyway, there are also honorable mentions due to the young
cast of adolescent thrill seekers from whose point of view the action was seen. The way I see it, this
movie recreates the historical (hysterical?) mood that was the 50's complete with air-raid sirens
Duck and Cover," the Four Food Groups, and all. I enjoyed seeing a child's point ofview of the Cold
War, a time of uncertainty tinted by the youthful enthusiasm and innocence of the junior high set.
Bill:Iagree.Themoviedidan incredible job of making the feel of the fifties as authentic as possible
withoutmaking it feel like a two-hour episode of The Wonder Years. My favorite parts of the movie
however, are the various scenes shot in the local movie house. Spoofing low-budget shock horror
films such as "Confessions of an Opium Eater" and "The Day the Earth Caught Fire," and doing a
wicked turn on the high-spirited Disney films of the 1950's remember (The Absent Minded Profes0r?), the writers ol Matinee had a ball with this one, and they were obviously enjoying themselves.
11 don't want to give anything away, but just
!
listen for the line, "Look! Uncle Cedric likes
you!"It'Ubeworthit.
Carrie: Ifl hadtogive this movie a rating
(and I guess I do), I'd recommend it to other
students as a dollar movie. For the
general public, however, it would make a
great Sunday matinee.
Bill: I probably liked it a little better than
(ou did, because I'd say that the title says it
ill, This (to me) is the perfect matinee movie.
t's alotof fun, and there is absolutely no deep
thinking needed. What more can you ask for
for $4? Well, check us out next week as we
. into The Vanishing, Loaded Weapon 1,
or whatever else we can sneak in to.
Clips: Don''tmissDracula on the big screen
t Park 11. It's only a dollar, and despite its
laws, it can still be a powerful visual trip.
Video would not do this justice.
Inhonorof Audrey Hepburn, if youhaven't
caught any of her movies on video, any of
them make for a nice evening at home. Particularly good are Roman Holiday and
at Tiffany's, although none you
could pick would be a bad choice.
Until next week, that's a wrap.

Sigma Delia Pi
Sigma Delta Pi will be having it's first Spring Term meeting on Monday, February 8th, at
8:00 P_M. in the lobby of Pinehurst. This is the time to bring all your ideas for activities for
the urxoming semester. It is important that all interested come to this meeting because we
will be planning our fund-raiser which will take place next week. Also, if you are applying
for the scholarships to Mexico or Spain, don't forget the fast approaching deadline of February
10th.
Any questions? Please feel freetocontact Carrie Tucker at extension 2691 or Hilda LopezLaval at extension 2217.

ir inelriiirsf
Pinehurst hopes everyone had a great Winter Term. We would also like to wish everyone
a Happy Spring Term, and remind all that our next organizational meeting will be on Sunday,
February 7th, at 10:00 P.M. Come out and see what Pinehurst is all about for Spring 1993!

Don't

Kaplan's Got You Covered!
Kaplan's GRE Prep Course

GRE

Rollins College Department
of Music presents

Concertmaster of the Florida
Symphony Orchestra
and

Brent Runnels,
piano
Professor of Piano, Rollins
College
in a

Duo-Recital
Program of
American Music

§

If you 're planning to obtain a Master's
degree or PhD in Psychology, chances are
you'll need to take both the GRE and
GRE Psychology Tests.
Stanley H. Kaplan, the nation's leader in
test preparation, is the only test prep
company that can prepare you for both
tests. The GRE exam is given in the
morning; GRE Psychology in the afternoon.
The exams may be taken on separate days.
And you can prepare for both with Kaplan!

^ e Russell Theatre
, _ Free Admission

• 13 comprehensive lessons, on overall content
of the GRE Psychology Test
• Strategies for taking the exam which
highlight areas recently covered on the
GRE Psychology Test
• Unlimited review, make-up and practice at *
our TEST-N-TAPE® Learning Labs, open days,
evenings and weekends
• Simulated and actual released practice exams
with all answer choices fully explained .
• Advanced format approach to help you with
the questions
• General hints and strategies throughout the
course
• Work at your own pace
• Use of 150 Centers nationwide
• Free repeat for any one of the next four
test dates

SIGN UP FOR BOTH COURSES AND SAVE!

This Sunday,
February 7th
at 8:00 P.M.
in the

Kaplan's GRE PSYCH Prep Course

Out!

Joseph Scheer,
violin

• Nine live classroom sessions
• Computerized diagnostic test that pinpoints
iir strengths and weaknesses
• Actual released GREs for practice
• Home study kit for reinforcement
• Hundreds of practice questions from
simulated and actual released exams with
answers and explanations available for study
at your leisure through Kaplan's exclusive
TEST-N-TAPE® Learning Labs
• Refresher math program specifically designed
to review basic arithmetic, geometry and
algebra skills
• Use of 150 Centers nationwide
• Free repeat for any one of the next four
test dates

KAPLAN
The answer to the test question.

Significant savings are available when you register
for both courses.
Tuition Fee for GRE Psych Prep Course: $ 3 9 5
Tuition Fee for GRE Prep Course: $ 6 9 5
Tuition Fee for both courses combined. $ 8 9 5
For more information, call your local Kaplan
Center today.

-"71 1 1
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ARGARI
Let Air Margarita Take You
To The Best Kept Secret of the Caribbean—Margarita Island!

M a r g a r i t a Island and its beautiful beaches are just a short
3 1/2 hr, non stop, airplane ride from Miami International
Airport. This tropical island of 850 square miles, offers
international visitors more fun, sun, excitement, and activities
than any other Caribbean island.
Visitors to Margarita Island arrive at the new international
jetport. From the moment you set foot off the plane, you will
experience all the convenience and hospitality needed to make
your stay here a pleasant one.
Margarita's main town is Porlamar, on the southern coast,
about 10 miles from the jetport. The ferryboats that cruise to
Venezuela are docked just 13 miles southwest of Porlamar.
Porlamar's chief renown is its status as an international duty
free port, which makes shopping the favorite sport of many
visitors. So, when you arrive in Porlamar, you will be tempted
by the many bargains available on merchandise from around
the world.

While on the island, you must visit some of the many
attractions. Juangriego, just 25 miles northwest of Porlamar, is
famous for the multicolored sunsets seen from the La Galera
fort. What a memorable experience! The bullfights, horse racing
and casinos of Margarita Island make it easy for you to slip
into the fast lane. Whether you come to Margarita to play or
just to relax, there's always something just for you.
The crystal clear waters of the Caribbean Sea that surround
Margarita Island, provide some of the best sites for snorkelin£
and scuba diving in the western hemisphere. Combine that
with the numerous other water sports available throughout the
island, and you may be waterlogged by the time you get home.

Let Air Margarita be your gateway connection
to South America and the Caribbean.

1-800-326-0339
Fax: (212) 229-2216

AIR TOUR SERVICES
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Looking for a Summer
Job?

UfpRK Concert Calendar
..moiled by Carlos Pinto

Glacier Park Looking for College Students

February 4: The Impotent Sea Snakes at Club
Nowhere
February 7: Pigface with Tang at Visage
February 11: Green Apple Quick Step will perform
with Braille Closet at TrainwreckMad Cobra will be at Visage
February lSiFujfaziwiH be in concert at Visage along
with Shudder to Think and Adventures
in Immortality
February l8:Coffinbreak with Lyme will be at
Trainwreck
February 23:Phish will perform at the Edge
February 24:The Toasters at the Downtown Jazz
and Blues Club
February 2S:Superchunk will perform at Trainwreck
along with Unrest and The Faith
Healers
March \7:House of Pain will be at the Edge

BY ALAN WILDER
Sdncfepurj

_^_______________^_M

College students from across the country are
being sought for summer jobs at one of the
nation's most spectacular national parks.
Glacier National Park, located in the northwest comer of Montana, is best known for its
rugged mountain wilderness and its historic
lodges. Glacier Park, Inc., is looking for students
tofillmore than 900 summer jobs in all segments
of the hotel and hospitality areas.
Jobs include a large variety of hotel positions
such as hotel front desk, room attendants, cooks,
wait persons and bus drivers. Some students also
participate in the guest entertainment, another
Glacier Park tradition. Employees are needed
this year from mid-May to early October. The
highest demand is for employees who can work
through late September and early October. In-*
temships are available for hotel/restaurant, culinary arts, travel, tourism and accounting majors.
The seven hotels and lodges and the famous
red vintage tour coaches operate throughout the
1.4 million acres of Glacier National Park. Since
the early I900"s, it has been a tradition for college

students from across the country to work at the
park while enjoying a number of outdoor activities such as hiking, riding, and fishing in one of
d_e nation's last examples of pristine wilderness.
According to Dale Scott, president of Glacier
Park, Inc., the opportunity to work at Glacier
affords students educational opportunities in more
ways than one:
"You can get much needed job-re la ted experience in a variety of areas, which can help with a
career later on," says Scott. "But you can also get
life experience education by working in spectacular natural surroundings and through developing a camaraderie with co-workers who come
from around the world."
Scott says many of the students also use the
employment at Glacier as an opportunity to save
money for school.
For details on jobs and salaries call Glacier
Park. Inc., at (602) 207-2612, or write Glacier
Park, Inc., Dial Tower, Phoenix, Arizona, 850770924.

MAX'S 10% OFF

Male: For more information concerning these shows (i.e. times, locations, ticket prices,
dc.) contact the dubs by using the club directory in R-Times. Also, stay tuned to WPRK
ftSFMfor more information and free ticket giveaways to these shows.

DELICATESSEN &
BAC5EL E M P O R I U M

W i t h Your Rollins I D Card
CATERING • DELIVERY • TAKE-OUT
Restaurant & Delivery
740 - 8600
Fax Line
647 - MAX'S
327 Parte Avenue South
Winter Park, Florida

Just d Brief Reminder...
WPRKs' firstcompact disc, a compilation containing 72 minutes of music
bra sixteen local artists, will not be out for a couple of more weeks. Due
to some problems with the pressing, the compact disc's release has been
delayed shortly. Please stay tuned to WPRK for the latest on what is going
on with the CD, as well as to hear many of the featured local artists' music.

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
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ACROSS
Mother's org.
Very smooth
. Reputation
j
< Cookie
|5 Bird's claw
|J- S. citizen
High-pitched sound
Survdried brick
^ RlPPed
20
*J*fer + Metal
wead=cra_y
Q
>ject + Shelter =
Honey House
5 * * * positions
a ^ s common name
^Confusion

1

30 Famous Tennis Cup

34 Pork fat
35 Russian plane
36 Quiet & dignified

37 Mr. Onassis
38 Male + Time = Work
Unit
40
41
43
44
45
46

42 Telegram + Faucet
= Bug
44 Predator Bird + Orb =
Mash Star

61
62
63
64
65
66

SaarinenrArch'itect
Pocket bread
Sleeping sound
1993, eg
Stair part
Borders

DOWN

• 44

1

60

39 Relating to us

59 Foot Lever

67 Mr. Stanley Gardner

• 40

• 54
59

32

58 Cast out

Buddy
Gushed
Ger.'s continent
Gap
Finn
Womens* org.

47 Uvinston & Pickford
48 Angered
50 Church bench
51 Joint + Hat = Leg Bone
54 Stroll + Male = Radio

1
2
3

Butterfly-like insect
Opera solo
Disavow

4

Canine + Timber =
Flowering Tree

5

Hollywood residents

6
7
8
9
10

Load
Labor org.
Paving stone
Praying joints
Obese + Leader
Stupid Person
'To me" in Paris
T V s Griffin
Sea eagle
Officeholders
Duck

11
12
13
21
23

=

25 Hen Fruit + Noggin =
Intellectual
26
27
28
29
31
32
33

Student grouping
Mr. Marx
'The Little Mermaid"
Scottish "own"
Fog
Genoa's setting
Tennis pro Monica

35 Crazy
36 Big

, California

38 MASH worker

46
47
49
50

Rely on for support
Mr. Blanc
Cease
Fades

51
52
53
54
55

Keystone
"Night'in Paris
City in Italy
Article for sale
Jan van der
: Painter
56 Soviet Sea

57 English river
60 Lassie, eg
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The editorial board of The Sandspur extends an invitation to our readers to submit letters and articles to The Sandspur.
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A Student Trustee
At Rollins, the board of trustees is an influential group with whom President
Bornstein consults when important decisions are to be made. Unfortunately,
Rollins students, for the most part, are unaware of the extent to which the trustees
are responsible for the welfare of the college. Given this fact, it has been proposed
that a student, preferably the S.G.A. President, should serve on the board of
trustees. Dal Walton, the current S.G.A. President, is perhaps the strongest
advocate for a student trustee. Walton argues that an S.G.A. President would make
the best trustee because that person is well-informed and supported by the student
body. Also, Walton believes that a student trustee will not be a puppet but rather
a representative who can voice student opinions on various issues which affect the
students like tuition increases, refurbishment of residential halls, etc. A student
trustee is an idea that Rollins should take seriously. Other colleges have adapted
to the changing times by adding students to their boards of trustees, and Rollins
should try it, too!

Fraternity Hazing
Persists
The Sandspur, would like to congratulate the fraternities for the success of
Men's Rush. However, it has come to our attention that hazing still occurs despite
the efforts made to stop it. Hazing does not benefit the members or pledges of the
fraternities. Hazing is demeaning and dangerous. No one has a right to impose
their will on another person. We hope that Rollins fraternities will abide by the
college and National rules regarding hazing. We encourage the fraternities to treat
their pledges with respect, and if members were hazed when they were pledges,
please make an extra effort not to continue this cycle of abuse, which only breeds
resentment and injury.

Andres Abril, who graduated this January, should well be remembered at Rollins for his many
contributions to the community. In particular, Mr. Abril was a faithful photographer for The
Sandspur for the course of his four and a half years. His service was borne out not only by his photo
credits but also by his contribution to the jovial atmosphere in the publications workroom

The
term
"bashing" has
come to manifest
the new lingo for
describing seemingly undeserved
criticism or intellectual attack of a
particular group
or entity. But instead of always
focusing on groups that seem to be in the
spotlight of critical attacks, how about those
groups which are attacked with little attention. Greeks are one such group.
When discussing Greeks organizations,
people will either bash them or remain silent.
Any suggestion that the Greek system positively affects anything is met by skepticism.
Should someone dare to imply that Greeks
provide most of the social climate on campus, people then respond with the quip that
either "that's right, and the social climate
sucks" or "yeah, but given a different social
structure things could be much better "
Again, it takes much more effort to complain than to propose solutions. Those who
think that Greeks are not effective at providing a social climate should clearly explain
how a different system on campus would
operate.
Currently, students here have the opportunity to have the best of both worlds. Those
who have a relative advantage at being social spend time organizing social events and
making them succeed. They develop some
leadership qualities in the process and have
fun (let us put what some may call "undesirable" social behaviors that may arise from
this on hold for now).
Other students, to whom academics are
more of a focus, do not spend time organizing social events, but still have basically
open access to them. No one on this campus
needs an invite to go to a party. The day
anyone does will be the day the social climate hits rock bottom. While Greek parties
need not be the only social alternative, they
are part of a certain process of growth and
community.
These events provide an opportunity for
Rollins to get to know Rollins. Granted, we
know each other as classmates and as roommates, but we need to know each other as
social beasts too. Some of the beauty in
knowing the person is in knowing the beast
behind the person. Parties at Rollins expose
well the beast within.
For those seeking a holistic experience,
some experimentation with all of the opportunities available ought to occur. Just as it is
not enough to be just social and not apply
oneself in the classroom, likewise it is unwise not to experience Rollins parties and
other social events. They may or may not

have appeal to a particular individual,
they are worth a try.
Unfortunately, a large part of the can
does not experiment with them. Untrue
reotypes prove this. Anyone who saysj
people at parties are unfriendly havenei
been to one. The atmosphere at
Rollins party is a festive one where
members of the particular Greek organic
sponsoring it seekoutnew faces
feel welcome.
Also, while we institutionalize a
ensure that people skilled in teach™ j
help stretch out mental abilities, we rely
each other to learn better social graces, Son
will tend to be more vocal, others will tend
be listeners. Both have their value in ascq
climate, but learning social skills means.
ing a good, social listener, or a goodsoj
talker. The best way to learn is to spe
with the experts in thisfield,those whom
it their business to provide a warm andexi
ing atmosphere at the events they orchestrt
Granted, having a core of close friends
essential, but reliance on just this corelim
one's exposure. Sometimes the most livi
individuals atparties are those whoseemir
and drowsy in class. To know someone i
"this" or a "that" is narrow. We often try
simplify our impressions of individuals
codifying our perceptions into a sentence
maybe even a word. Yet no one
sentence can adequately describe any in
vidual since everyone is multi-faceted, 1
"plumber" who lives next door does herjob
a plumber for a mere portion of her waki
hours and probably does much more tb Dea
stricdy plumbing work for that whole
I
At college, we are students — studentsj
both
life. That means learning about ourselves
theC
others in the classroom (which may di
two
much more attention than we give it), bul
were
the on the dancefloor, out on a date, in a
lishe
meeting, alone in a room, or at a party,
to a
parties may need some work, but are g(
fend
ally well-controlled, weU-administered,
most
safe (remember: the greatestthreattoaRi
unde
student is himself).
firsti
If it were not for those, mainly
think
who happen to commit themselves to carto
maintenance of Rollins community on
sponj
and Saturday nights, thosenights would;
harm
become the property of The
group
Cantina, Seaside, or The Prince of Wi
meml
Those establishments already have con
ridicu
many of us on Thursdays and
succe
tend to impose certain restrictions on
Prefer
and use that either lead many of us to
Proacl
what in fact is a very serious c
appre.
discourage participation.
newsp
Greeks provide parties which
Rollir,
v
more Rollins community and are
ersitj
expensive. This takes time and effort
group of individuals looking to n*
provide a good time. So before we ^
bashers, remember that their bashes^
our sometimes bashful community
DearE

Hey Hey, Ho Ho
Todd "The Mindreader" W^
returns in next week's Sandspv
Back by popular demand, his next
article is sure to rivet the campus v
its prescriptions for the future.
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Letters to the Editors...
Dear Editors,

course that he has not taken. Seeing as Todd's
own experience is in the natural sciences, he
I would like to express my disappointment, should delve into subjects he has never tried
both as a respectful student, and as a member of before, at least to give an unbiased opinion about
the Cultural Action Committee. In the past week Winter Term.
two offensive and degrading political cartoons
Todd "the mindreader" Wills then goes on for
were selected by the Sandspur staff and pub- four paragraphs as to what professors are thinklishedinour collegenewspaper. These, in addition ing about Winter Term and how it affects them.
to a previous cartoon printed last semester, of- For example, "It is difficult for instructors to
fended not only womyn, gays and lesbians, but prepare for an in-depth Winter Term course after
mostmembers of the diverse groups represented enduring the workload of the fall." I don't see
under C.A.C. Although one could argue for the how you can know this and many other interesting
first amendment's freedom of speech, I strongly "facts" without one solitary reference to a prothink that it is the duty of those allowing such fessor.
Todd concludes his article by saying that the
cartoons to be published, to also take the responsibility for perpetuating the stereotypes and most notable argument is that the removal of
harmfulputdowns of already oppressed minority Winter Term would give us an extended Christ.roups. If your goal is to make the diverse mas break and early dismissal in the spring. It
members of our community feel unwelcome, appears that the only one trying to be "set free of
ndiculed, and unsafe, I'm afraid you may have academic burdens" is you.
I am not saying this to be vindictive Todd, but
succeeded. If, instead of being offensive, you
prefer taking a respectful and educational ap- your article had absolutely no evidence to back up
proach, then let's show some consideration and your opinion, which is all the article was. For
appreciation of diversity, and maintain a college your articles to be taken more seriously in the
newspaper of higher standards. Let's demonstrate future, take some time to back up your arguments
Rollins' commitment to the celebration of di- and avoid the "siesta" you took on this one?
versity, instead of Rollins' participationinhatred.
Sincerely,
Dax Vlassis
Sincerely,
Vincent Mortreux
Dear Editor:
As an active third year member and officeholder of Pinehurst, I feel I need to comment on
am writing you in r e s p o n s e t o T o d d W i l l s '
the last issue's Campus Close-Up. In this article,
le
in the January 13th issue of Sandspur Pinehurst was painted to be "ill-reputed", "a
lce
niing the removal of Winter Term. My support group for those who live in the house,"
* not to disagree with Todd Wills, which and a "co-ed fraternity." Sadly, these were pre.butrather to refute his arguments, that is if sented as truths in the commentary, yet were not
^really are any.
from the subject's beliefs (they were not quotes).
AferTodd's rather lengthy definition of Win- I realize, because of special limitations, all as\ including my favorite "to allow stu- pects of Pinehurst could not have possibly been
to pursue learning in a subject of interest explored in depth. However, because there are so
Solute vigor," Todd blames the curricu- many rumors and myths surrounding this organila problem with Winter Term which he zation, perhaps I could take this opportunity to
1-conceived to meet it's goals." He clarify the muddled light in whichl see Pinehurst
that some courses are academically portrayed.
^g. such as interdisciplinary History/
Pinehurst is an organization first and aresident
v
hich he took, and others which are not hall second. We are advocates of constructive
[ T ^ f l y stimulating, such as "Hanging confrontation through debates, lectures and orga>n an Uptight World" which he has not nized discussions with the ultimate goal being
sons odd to me that the only reference supplemental education eittside the classroom.
to
&c curriculum being a probltm « a Through our eAtcaiibn-1 *nd social progr.-mDearEdjtors,

ming during the year we strive to include as many
individuals in the community who have something to say. We believe everyone has an important point-of-view and we encourage them to
express themselves without fear of ridicule. We
ask only that simple civil respect be given to all
in the process. With an organizational goal such
as this, it is imperative that we have a constant
augmentation of individual personalities.
Why then would we promote ourselves, as a
"support group for those in the house?" (Not the
subject's quote). Yes, we as resident members of
the organization become closely connected because of our 24 hour interaction., but our duespaying membership list has more man 50 names.
Our out of house and off-campus membership
has steadily grown over the last few years as the
organization has made a continual concerted
effort to reach out to the entire community.
This is why I felt it necessary to illuminate
Pinehurst in die light of its true meaning. There
is nothing closed about this organization and we
encourage all interested to attend our meetings
Sunday nights at 10:00p.m. No strings attached.
In future Campus Close-Up's, since so many
students at Rollins are members of Pinehurst, I
would appreciate seeing a more holistic view of
our organization.
Sincerely,
Carrie Tucker
Dear Editors,
The January 20 issue
[of
the
Sand_pur]contained a long piece on AIDS that
has disturbed members of the community. The
article is disturbing because the author, an M.D.,
puts forth his opinion as facts and does so in a
tone that is inflammatory. The tone is racist,
homophobic and paranoid.
I called Second Opinion, the publisher of this
article, to learn the credentials of the author and
sources of his "facts." According to Second
Opinion Publishing, Inc., Dr. Douglass graduated from a recognized medical school, although
they could not tell me his specialty. They said he
was currently "doing research in Russia." I
inquired as to the specific sources of the data for
the claims Dr. Douglass makes. The publisher
was unable to give me an answer. The original
piece does not contain any footnotes, references,
or citation-- I would therefore conclude that

these are Dr. Douglass' opinions based on his
personal beliefs and some experiences that are
not documented. There are no details about his
medical practice and experiences.
Most of the content of this article contradicts
established facts from international and national
research studies on AIDS. Lakeside Center will
submit an article with current accurate information on AIDS and its transmission. Watch for i t
Sincerely,
Judy Provost
Director Health and
Counseing Services.
(Editors' Note: See Page 14 of this issue of the
S andspur/br a related article by Vickie McMillan
and Judy Provost of the Lakeside Center.)

Dear Editors,
Recendy I was spotlighted in Campus closeup. While I do feel that it is an honor, I had a lot
of problems with the article and the person who
interviewed me. First of all, the interviewer was
very rude to me on the phone. It was apparent that
he disliked some of the organizations that I belong to. When reading the article I was shocked
to see the amount of bias that he had incorporated
into the article. He is the one who asked me
questions about the image of Pinehurst, and he is
the one who claimed Pinehurst to be "ill-reputed."
He is fostering stereotypes about Pinehurst. A
person came up to me after reading the article and
claimed mat he never knew that there were such
rumors about Pinehurst. My response was solely,
"There weren't - now there are because of the
article."
Also, I believe that I deserved some respect
from the interviewer, not only when I was interviewed but when I approached him about my
dislike of the article before it went to print.
Unwilling to compromise, he ran the piece as he
had written without much concern about the
quality of the article or my feelings. I tried to
work with him and allowed the article to be
printed because I believe that the groups that I am
involved with do need exposure on campus.
However, I will not allow the interviewer's bias
and rudeness to go unnoticed.
Sncorely,
Johanna Weiss
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LIFE IS BUT A STREAM

To Terms:

omi.
BY ALAN NORDSTROM
Sdndspur

"Row, row, row
your boat Life is
but a . . . " dream?
Maybe. That's an
ancient image, a
favorite
of
Shakespeare's.
But I
like
"stream"
instead—life is but
a stream. We're
afloat on it, and
sooner or later we sink and dissolve into it. Yet
while we live, weridethe stream. So, what is this
stream like and what kinds of rides can we have?
tl
The mass of men lead lives of... " Most
people drift along a narrow-channeled stream

with patches of rapids and some waterfalls to
rough up their journey, which ends, if they stay
afloat long enough, in a tranquil fishing pond
called retirement.
Some, though, are more venturesome, and I
wish to be among them. They navigate a far
broader stream or even a river, a wide Missouri,
and they do more than drift with the currents of
time and custom. They paddle, they row, they
sail, they motor, and a few may even hover and
fly. Allheaddownstream towards death, naturally,
but how differently they travel.
It seems we can alter not only our modes of
transport but the nature of the stream we ride on,
even more than we may wish to. Going with the
flow through the narrow channels, following
convention and accepting circumstances as given
and fixed, is the common run but not the necessary course of life. Sometimes people can widen
their streams at will. Sometimes they are not

utterly straitened by implacable conditions and
may choose a broader waterway to navigate. The
trick is knowing that they can and mustering the
courage to try.
The narrow-channeled life is secure, if not
safe, like swimming in a school offish. There's
comfort in following the mainstream group. At
the cost of individuality and adventure, most
people confine themselves to the main-travelled
channel. They eat, they work, they dance and
sing, they pray, they vote, they think and feel as
their family and their neighbors do, with minor
deviations.
But deviation is the route to individuality.
Deviant thought and deviant behavior are the
fearful way to independence. "Deviance" is, of
course, a pejorative term intended to herd wayward souls back to the mainstream. And, indeed,
not all deviance is liberating and creative, since
some is destructive and morally immeshing. But

cutting away from the chain of barges ta
clear of the fleet, and setting a course of own through uncharted waters is the essen *!
autonomy.
Autonomy means integrity and does not n*
essarily imply isolation. To chart your course,
life over a wide stretch of waters in a craftof v
own design will set you apartfromother
keep you from finding saihnates and sc
on your voyage.
The point is to command your own vessel
know that you may be more than a rudderless i,
rushed aimlessly along on the ungovemabjt'
flood of fate. You can choose. It's frighten™
It takes imagination and resourcefulness. Ittah.
risk and resolve. But you may alter your course I
andpilotyourcraft. Thoughyoucannotreachthe
riverbank and solid ground in this ever-flo
life, you can zig-zag uniquely on your w_
ultimate maelstrom.

A DAY IN THE LIFE:
BY

KIRK NALLEY

/ /

Sandspur

STOP IT MAN . . . YOU ARE KILLUNG ME!"

Somethings at this school get up me worst
than a hot poker in the sphincter. I just don't
understand how a school that is in the running to
be one of the premier schools in the southeast
continually shortchanges the students who are
helping to elevate the current standard of mediocrity. Somebody take the gun out of the hands
of the inept because this school is running out of
First up the level of communication between
students and the powers has improved a great
deal. This can be supported by the leaps and
bounds that the Interfraternity Council has taken
in just one short term. However, this effort is not
being matched by the organizing powers of this
fine institution. What kind of fool schedules the
visit for prospective students on the same day as
Men's pledge Saturday. This day shows excellent school spirit and greek unity, however the

potential for danger runs high on this day of
merriment I feel that the powers would be much
more calm and reasonable if they didn't plan
events in such an asinine manner.
The expression "getting nickel and dimed to
death" may be a suitable replacement for Fiat
Lux. After meeting with Ken Posner and Gar
Vance it became crystal clear that their expertise
diminished because of financial boundaries. I
believe our professionals who have a true dedication to the students must be given the ability to
meet the demands of reality. Gar is forced to put
in many hours to get the best available furniture
for the right price. This leads to frustration on
both parties because the students laugh at the
Brady bunch ware and Gar and Ken's work is
under appreciated. Those are the breaks and I
hope in the future that the student's needs are met

- Ren Hoark from "Ren and Stimpy"
for their benefit and not the needs of the bean
counters.
To hell with square dances. To hell with
intellectual groups that meet in Beans. I declare
than the gathering at the Sports dimension to
cheer on our Tars in years. Together in one room,
for genuine and honest purposes, faculty, staff,
and students came together and shed the pretentious bullshit and cohabitated successfully. That
should happen on a regular basis. Please, let's
sprinkle a little bit of reality in with our idyllic
notions of community building.
Getting back to the money matters that negatively affect students itmustbe said that to dictate

when 18-2? year old adults can turn on their air
conditioning is not only ridiculous but insulting
as well. We have a contract at school for housing
and living arrangements that is similar to atenenl/
tion to the other to insure that living likeahuman
is possible. Not going through temperature tor
hire measures to exhibit power. (Nicetouchof
recall from my last article don't you think.]
In closing, when travelling to the land of the
confused I walked for 40 days and 50 nights and
said onto the little people Baroukatah andthank
you for the bruises and you can keep the stool
samples.
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THE BALANCE SHEET
RUTH J A C K S O N

a*****
ifftotethis poem last spring around my
^Mti. I do not claim in any way that it is great
fy or thai I am in any way a poeL It was
| S as an outpouring ofjoy and love to Christ,
Ho glorify Him. It is good to stop and take
0f one's life, and to put things in their
eternal perspective. So often when we
Joffway it's because we don'thave things in
cm
i t e the experiences I wrote about in Noll might be asked if I still believe this,
is true especially regarding my health.
can only be "Yes., yes, a thousand
wes yes!" You see,, I am off die diabetes tablets
now, which is probably some kind of
Atmy mother 's last check up a couple of
ago, her 'doctor told us she. had done better
he ever expected. Mother told him,, "I've
a 1W of people praying for me." "That
things," he agreed. And I shared with
that there were many nights that I was flat on
-efore God praying with tears streaming
(jownmy face, and would fall asleep on the floor,
onlytowake up some hours later somewhat stiff,
but new cold and only then would I crawl into
[ied. Many were the mornings that started on the
floor in pntjw also!
And what about my finances? Am I better off
today? Yes, though I don't know how God
manages ii! In spite of medical bills that came in
iflurry,God lionoied my decision, to tithe first
_jdo without whatever else I wanted or thought
.needed, and there always is: enough! Even extra
a the end of the month! Surely, "This also
cometh forth from the Lord of Hosts, which is
wonderful in counsel and excellent in working'''
Isaiah 28:29.
My friends have proven themselves to be true,
todkiwlflunk'God for their lives! Friends and
firmly have walked through this valley of the
JWOW of death with me, and even so, all glory
joes, as they also would want i t to, to "that friend
to stideth closer than a brother/' Christ Himself. The. Holy Spirit has comforted us. in the
darkest of times and we are grateful.
AodLmy ex-husband still calls me. I hope and
pray for his salvation. He's going through some
tough Anes with his own health, and God may
tottolet him go through more before he is
ready to throw in the towel and admit he can" t do
-onhisQm Icanhear some change mhim,, just
listening to him on the phone;, but I know he is not
ngto'sunrender his life to Christ, which
mast be done before God can save bis soul and
retro his body. There was a. time in my life
*ira_ said to God that I could never stand to see
fos man again, butl have put .aside my own will,
ad simply asked God to do what He sees fiL In

other words, I have surrendered this area of my
hfe also and I no longer make statements like 4
will NEVER do this or that." Now I ask, -Lord
Jesus, what would you like me to do? Produce the
fruit of the Spirit through me. I am at your
disposal, Lord, to do that which pleases and
8j«^«you.-Iih_M,tbeeneasy.h«ithasbaax
blessed. Obedience is always tested, but it always
brings blessing, you can count on ft.
I read this poem again today, though my
birthday is still months away. I can honestly say
I wouldn't change a thing, only I can add that
Jesus and I are closer than ever, aadl look for His
coming for His own any day now. I wish that
everyone would take Him up on His offer of
eternal salvation and escape the terrible things
dial are to come. Yes, I still believe m the
Rapture of the Church in God's good time, and
the people who call it millennium fever, or say
that people have been saying for years that He is
coming and nothing has changed, do not know
that they are fulfilling Scripture themselves:
"Knowing this first, that there shall come in the
last days scoffers, walking after their own lusts,
And saying,. Where is the promise of'his coming?
for since the fathers fell asleep, all things continue
as they were from the beginning of the creation.**
H Peter 3:3 & 4. Peter goes on to say ' T h e Lord
is not slack concerning his promise, as some men
count slackness; but is longsuffering to us-ward,
not willing that any should perish, but that a l
should come to repentance." None of the calamities the world is experiencing now, the
bimhpangs, wo'iild count toward Christ's return if
Israel were not back in the land as a nation. But
all this would make another entire article!
The things in life that could have made me
bitter I've turned over to' Him, and they .are
sweeter than honey to me. I wouldn't trade one
scar or disappointment for anything this world
hasto'offer. Paul listed his scars withjoy asproof
of his service, and also said "From henceforthlet
no man trouble me, for I bear in my body the
marks, of the Lord Jesus Christ." Galatians 6:17,
As the late Dr. PeterMarshall used to say, "When
we get to' heaven the Lord w i l look not for
diplomas, but for scars." Why? Two of many
reasons can be found in the following verses.
"That I may know Mm, and -the power of Ms
resurrection, and the fellowship ofhis. sufferings,,
being made confonrnable unto his death;, If by any
means I might attain unto' the resurrection of the
dead." Phitippians 3:10-11. The book of Isaiah,
as well as. the Gospels, go into' detail about the
sufferings and scars the Messiah would bear for
to redeem, the, lost. Sadly, die visage of the Lamb
without spot or blemish "was so" marred more
than any man, and his form more than the sons, of
men: so. shall he sprinkle many nations...".
Through beatings, scourging, and torture His
blood was. shed to' save others. I Peter 4:1 and 2

states: "For asnmch then as Christ hath suffered
for us in the flesh arm yourselves, likewise with
the same mind: for he thai hath suffered in the
flesh hast ceased from sin; That he no longer
should live the rest of his. time in the flesh to the
lusts, of men, but to die will of God."
People in heaven win be like the veterans; of a
war getting together and comparing scars. You
can attend one of their meetings, you can even
wear the unifoon, but you just can't experience
the comxaderie if you weren "t in, the battle. So am
I glad that I will have my scars,, and my physical
pain; I'd feel out of place without them. As II
Corinthians 12:9 and 10 says "And he (the Lord)
said unto me, My grace is. sufficient for thee: for
my strength is made perfect in weakness. Most
gladly therefore will I rather glory in my infirmities, that the power of Christ may rest upon me.
Therefore I take pleasure in infinnilies, in reproaches, in necessities, in persecutions, in distresses for' Christ's sake: for when I am weak,
then am I strong." And the wonderful thing is,
Christ turns scars into' crowns, and they are no
longer objects, of shame or pain or ridicule, but
trophies, medals as. it were. "O thou afflicted,
tossed with tempest, and not connected, behold I
will lay thy stones with fair 'Colors, and lay thy
foundations with sapphires. And I will make thy
windows of agates, and thy gates of carbuncles,
and all thy borders of pleasant stones." Isaiah
34:11., Revelation tells ns God Himself will wipe.
.all tears, from our eyes and we will have no
memory of pain or loss or fear.
AH in all, the .scales have been tipped in my
favor, not by anything good I have done, or
anything bad I've avoided, but by the grace of
God. And so, I offer you a poem, full of praise
for' Jesus!
The Balance Sheet

A marriage sadly broken
A baby conceived but tost
Relationships severed,
i _s$ that felt an early frost.
Upon my page there may
More red ink than black.
But I am following Jesus;,
And nothing do I lack!
The healing I enjoy
Is from my Master's handHe is the Creator of the universe
All I need. is. at His command.
He sees the errors I have made
And tunas them, every one.
Into' blessings for me
And still He isn't done.

For though it seems I haven't
Achieved much on this earth,
I have the most important thing:
Salvation tteough rebirth!
My parents reared me in the faith
I have friends., tried and true
Loved ones who walked with roe
A l my 'dark valleys, through.
So many instances of guidance
Times when Satan's hand was stayed
And 1 received mercy rather than
The justice: for which I'd prayed.
There would appear small acts of kindness
And moments of pure love.
Contributions and sacrifices,
And peace descending like a 'dove.

I took a look at my life
Reflecting onniy birthday'
"If it was. a balance i
What would it i

Daily fights for purity
And victori.es in Christ
And though it looks, high to carnal eyes,
I'm glad I paid the price.

There would be no Ph.,D.,
Mo sales record stand.
There would be. no Olympic medal,
No title, to prime land.

In heaven the sheet will be one sided
And to the heavenly accountant reveal
in the credits, and the debits
t T a i d " with the King's seal!

There would be no claim to. fame
Nor fortune there at all,
No brilliant career, no rave reviews
But mistakes, large and small

You see, the red ink I had on earth
Was negative only in men's eyes.
The red ink of heaven is positive,
It's Christ's blood that justifies.

My assets, would look quite meager
From society's point of view.
No stocks, no bonds, no portfolio
Just bills ccming due.

So if you want your debts, all 'paid
And the rewards that are your 'due
Remember the Father looks on the heart
His. Son paid in full with His blood for you!

Aids: Keeping the Leper's Bell A w a y
Whai

1 &st saw the article AIDS Questions
^Action to Take in the January 20 issue of the
* ^ w I was. very pleased to see that Rollins.
««i_ are getting the information on ways to
w themselves and others from contracting
fcrnVvims.
Iwasu
P for a surprise.
According to the author of the text, William
*nbell Douglas, M.D., paranoia is the best way
v
oid this and other brfecfious diseases. Dr.
"^glas bashes "Iberals, ** compares _»oalizing
* 2 ^ - i n f e a e d people to kissing sharks
aoukl we be coinpelled to hang around
^S-infected?^ and Worms us that "many
jsfcpenoiis like to work in elegant restau^ Who, a reader is left to wonder. Gays, I
• One cannot even eat in the safety of his
rosexoal, upper-class club any more.
^ ^ a m that racial factor in blood incomis ignored in our hospitals. "because of
'•xkbpsas and those in the Congress
^ t J a _ ^ ? , C i ^ my P a t i l o l o l ? s t w t o ' pointed
j, ^ineseshouldb'tgetblackblood blacks.
11
tget white bloc.
aldn'tget
^ . T ^ «-•" One wonders, if the influJkral sociologists and those (who?) in
sopowerftil, fiow is that we stil fight
' • nation in it
-__1 what
P*6* your mother is African American
Wfa
^ i s C a u c a _ i a B ? I am not

that Dr. Douglas. * __rgnnent .about blood incompatibilities is ridiculous, I am just wondering, .if
die issue is being debated among the scientists
themselves; (and only scientists should debate over
this matter)' and Dr. Douglas happens to be in die
minority so he is using college newspaper (now,
that w i l show them!) in order' to' point some
fingers.
"Public health," stales Dr. Douglas* "is- more
important than that of a minority of loudmat-its
who won't behave themselves." Maybe I am
gravely mistaken, but I think that word "public"
loses its meaning when any group (even ''minority loudmouths'l is. withdrawn from its; scope.
But Dr. Douglas does not waste; his time in
separating these unhealthy elements from the
rest of the community. They have gotten themselves some AIDS tMough their diabolical^ activities, now let's hang a leper* s bell i
necks, mark them with a magic
protect those "who behaved
Granted nobody cold these people
sex, nobody gave them the access; to
and health insurance, nobody did ac
keep tliose kids out of streets, and off drugs and
infected needles. But why should we feel bad
about-iai? WhyshouHwehaveevenatinyli-le

Kelp******««^£_~J3r£
people who are less fortunate than we are? Let s
busy ourselves, instead, wutrying about a very,

very, very remote, possibility of contracting the
disease.£_omsoariemysteiy Mgh-riskperson ""who
likes; to' work in the elegant Rstamrants.1' Carry
some alcohol wipes and don't hang around with
the sharks;.,
Douglas, told us a lot
handsets and toilet seals
oOThandsoriiiouthsaari
What Dr.
Dou.glas did not tefl us; is what to do if our
involvement with our boyfriend or girlfriend
starts developing into something nacre than frequent phone conversations (from well-wiped
public phones, please!)? What to' do if we are,
God forbid sexually active? Or we plan to be?
Whatif wearegay? Wh^alioutcoiidoins?
extent of their protection? What
testing? Where? Forget it. Keep

The result is that a rnajority' of the hetero'sexual
population actually believes that AIDS simply
belongs
long as.«
Dr. Douglas seems to' be confusing fighting
the AIDS epidemic with fighting people sick
with AIDS. The shrill, panicky tone of his article
is. a sad reminder of .decade-long Government
policies on this, tragic disease.. It reminded me of
phoney concern for All-American safely and
taxpayer's dollar which have such a prorninent
place in moralist ti*-—*!*.* ofPat Robertson and Pat
It implies that everything would be

Just recently I have heard that
percent of sexually active
States practice safe sex.. Scary,
, I do not think that ei^ity
are stupid or snticidal. Most of
occurs

I hope that readers of Dr. Douglas* article will
be ablet
he hastoo a r f mr
Let's _

articles send a
groups of people wiU

w

people who
W e i , Doctor, I do

take responsibility for our health, but, for goodlet's not banc the leper's beffl
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AIDS
BY VICKIE M C M I L L A N A N D J U D Y
PROVOST

/ /

FACTS NOT OPINIONS

3. HIV must have direct contact (or port of entry)
with the bloodstream.

sores, as with oral sex. Kissing on the lips is
considered extremely low risk.

Body fluids are semen, blood vaginal secretions, urine, spinal fluid tears, saliva, and breast
milk. Individuals who are HIV positive have the
highest concentration of the virus in their b l o o d
semen or vaginal secretions. Breast milk has
been identified as a possible source of HTV infection. Urine, tears, saliva, and perspiration are not
associated with the spread of HIV. The HTV is
actually fragile outside the body and is readily
destroyed by diluted household bleach (1:10 dilution), isopropyl alcohol, or heat.

BLOODTOBI J O Q D C O N T A C T This is the most
direct method of transmitting HIV, through
transfusions and tissue transplants. Before blood
banks began screening blood for HTV in 1985,
some hemophiliacs and others needing transfusions became infected with HIV. Now, however,
all blood as well as tissue and semen, are
screened for HIV in the United States. Less
advanced countries may not screen blood for
HIV, so travelers should inquire at the Red Cross
or Western embassies about a safe source of
blood overseas. The chances of contracting the
virus through blood transfusion is now 6 in
10,006 according to the Central Florida Blood
Bank. The risk may be slightly lower or higher in
another region of the country. There is still a
slight risk with blood transfusion, because some
people exposed to the virus may not convert to
HIV positive status for months after exposure;
therefore, lab screening might not identify some
recently infected donors. The suggestion made
in the previous article is valid; to build up a blood
bank of your own blood over a period of months
if you anticipate having surgery that might require
transfusion. Hemophiliacsrunasomewhathigher
risk of getting HIV because there are multiple
donors involved in making one unit of the blood
factor they need.

Lakeside Hearth and Counseling Center
In the January 20 issue [of the Sandspur], an
article about AIDS did much to transmit a new
disease, "FRAIDS," by frightening readers with
speculation and misleading content. The author
presented his views as facts without citing any
research. This article presents the facts based on
current research and medical practice but does
not attempt to address every misleading statement of the previous article, such as that about
"public toilets."
The tone of the previous article is reminiscent
of the attitudes about leprosy held at the beginning of this century. Then, individuals with
leprosy were locked away in leper colonies because we did not understand transmission, prevention and treatment of the disease. Knowledge
about leprosy or AIDS keeps us from reacting to
hearsay and from discriminating against infected
individuals. We do have considerable knowledge
about AIDS, although much more research must
and is being done.

CONDITIONS FOR
TRANSMISSION OF HIV
AIDS is caused by Human Immunodeficiency
Virus (HTV). A person may be HIV positive for
years before developing AIDS. The following
conditions must be present for HTV transmission
to occur:
1. HIV must be present in body fluids.
2. There must be a suf ficent concentration of the
virus.

/ /

WAYS HIV INFECTION
OCCURS
1. Sexual contact
2. Blood to blood

3. Mother to fetus/newborn
In all three of these cases the above conditions
must be present.
SEXUAL CONTACT The highest risk activity
is anal sex where small anal tears can easily allow
HIV infected semen and blood to come in contact
andleadtoHIVu_n_sm__ssion. Vaginal intercourse
is slightly less risky than anal intercourse, but
provides the opportunity for the virus to be
passed by infected vaginal secretions or semen
through very small skin tears (direct blood contact). Oral sex is a lower risk activity but a cut or
sore in the mouth can be the gateway for the virus
to enter the bloodstream. Deep mouth kissing
could be risky if an individual had open cuts or

WHAT ABOUT CASUAL CONTACT Casual
contact such as shaking hands or drinking from
someone else's glass does not involve exchange
of body fluids. There would have to be fresh
infected blood on the glass or on the hand and an
open cut before HIV transmission could possibly
occur.

WHAT ABOUT MEDICAT:_AMpr
PROCEDURES? The risk of HIV trar
from an infected health care worker to
during an invasive procedure is deterr
several factors. If the worker follows ster,
procedures and required routine precautions
transmission can occur. As a health consun
you have a right to expect health care worker.
wear disposable gloves, use disposable ste
needles, and follow sterile procedures. You
a right to ask about these practices. In the
States, hospitals, clinics and professional off
are required to follow certain precautionary i
cedures.
PREVENT_NGINFECTIONThPS,rr^tffn}.:t,
prevent infection is by abstainingfromsex and
from sharing needles. For many abstinence is not
an option. The next best thing is a long-term
monogamous relationship. Practicing safer (not
safe) sex means using latex condoms and
Nonoxynol - 9.
Knowledge is the best weapon against"FRAIDS"
and AIDS. For more information contact Lakeside
Health and Counseling Center, X 2235.
-

Sources used:

Central Florida Blood Bank
American Journal of Public Health, Nov. 1990
Center for Disease Control, Morbidity and Mortality
Weekly Report, January 18,1991 and July 12,
1991
Keeling, R. (ed.) (1989) AIDS ON THE
:
COLLEGE CAMPUS.
Maryland American College Health Association.
::

SO WHAT ARE THE RULES?
BY PHYLLIS WOODS (ALONG W I T H
CONTRIBUTIONS BY J U L I E
WOODS)
Sandspur Contributor
When we went to school years ago, things
were simple. Everyone basically understood and
followed certain rules. But today it seems that
things that were once considered self-explanatory now need to be spelled out
Take the naked guy at Berkeley. It seems the
rest of us have accepted wearing clothes as a

basic necessity. He hasn't. The University of
California had to spell out the rule that clothes are
considered essential. Naked guy didn't agree.
He is now expelled
This leads us to consider: How many other
rules are the there that we just assume people will
understand but that in reality many people have
not connected with? Maybe at the start of each
school year we should spell everything out.
A list like the following might be helpful:
1. You need to wear clothes to school. Things
like Saran Wrap and toothpaste are not considered clothes.

CIRCLE K — THIS
CLUB'S FOR YOU
BY CHR1SSY D E T T O R E
Sandspuf Contibutor

things to get involved in thai even the most
ambitious person couloVt do it aS."

1 was just sitting around the other day, leafing
through old Circle K notes and minutes, when I
came across an issue of the Sandspur that was
dated November 8,1989. At first 1 was confused
as to why an old Sandspur would be in my Circle
K files. As I scanned the issue, 1 realized why.
There was a great article thai Keeley McEwen
had written about Circle K when she restarted the
club, three years ago. It wentsomethmg like this:

Keeley's article went on to describe all the
wonderful aspects of Circle K suchas the opportunities to help those less fortunate than ourselves
by serving food to the homeless, or painting
houses for the elderly. Circle K also has wonderful opportunities for leadership skills and travel
experierK.es. Of course, Circle K also allows us
to meet new people and experience new things.
Since Keeley's article in 1989, Circle K has
changed and adapted to the changes around us.
Although we no longer meet every week, we are
still as active as ever. We are planning many new
service projects that allow students to get in.
volved in ways they never have, We have
changed the format of our meetings toallow more
inputfromour members. Finally, we have moved
from the idea that "more is better^ and began to
focus on one or two service projects a month,
ones that we really want tod
So, if you're feeling bored with college life, or
if you just want to make a difference in yourself;
this campus, and the community, then come to a
Circle K meeting. They are every other Monday
starting February 8 at 7pm in the Sullivan House.

2. If you are the editor of the yearbook, you
cannot draw random mustaches and blackened
teeth on people you don't like.
3. While driving skills are respected, you
cannot park your car in the cafeteria or on the
flagpole.
4. You cannot store anyone in your locker.

5. You cannot do Chemistry experiments in
the men's or ladies' rooms.
6. While some surfaces at the college seem to
be just calling out for ornamentation, Toilet paper is not to be used for decorative purposes.
7. You cannot make a model of your math
professor out of play-doh and just leave it
sitting there on your desk.

8. Certain hats are nottobe worn in class. This
includes the Viking Spear Head Helmet and
anything made out of a paper bag.
9. You cannot use food for any purpose other
than eating. Carrots and asparagus are not
considered appropriate ear ornaments.

10. You cannot do cartwheels, back flips, or
;
round-offs in any class except gym.
11. If you clip your fingernails in class, you
cannot just leave the nail clippings on your desk,
boi
12. Do not refer to professors by their first
tie
name - especially if it's Clyde, Orville, Thelma,
tide
or Gertrude.
i„
13. Remove all live animalsfrompockets,
ire
bookbags, etc. before entering class.
14. Although artistic talent is encouraged,
DO
carving your name, address or/and shoe size on
k
wooden desks is out.
15. You cannot throw fraternity parties atthe :,
library, especially during the annual meetinj
the Ladies Quilting Society.
Wei
Just imagine how effective this list and others
like it would be in clearing up confusion over
school policy. They may prove invaluable in
preventing a "Berkeley" type incident from
cropping up at Rollins.

GUATEMALA
JOURNAL..
(Editor's Note: This entry was transmitted to
the Sandspur on January 21, 1993, before
Rollins' Gautemala "trippers" returned to
campus.)

'There I was* standing in front of my mother
telling her that I just couldn't take Rollins anyWe're beginning to say our farewells in San
more. 1 wanted to txarafer, and I wanted to do it
Juan,
getting ready for a cross-cultural party
as soon as possible! My reasons for wanting to
which will feature apinata stuffed with Amerileave were simple, I didn't feel Ifitin anywhere.
can candy, a beauty contest in drag, square
2 couldn't tmd my niche, but the truth was 1
dancing and "hokey pokey." It will take place
was expecting my niche to come and find me.,_.
in
the salon communal we helped build, decoMy iratfherxepged.'if you want m St m and you
rated
with a mural and wall-hanging we put
can't find your own place, then make one for
together with the natural artistry of the chilyourself/ Thus, the birth occurred at Rollins
dren. In this winding up process, we've been
College, the re-founding of Circle K Internaasking our people what they think we've
tional. Circle K can helpmake anyone's college
learned Here are a few answers.
experience complete. If you are sitting around in
From the contentment of the villagers, we've
your room feeling bored, and you Want to get
;
learned that happiness doesn't depend on what
involved with your school and your contmuruty.
Youhavertothing to lose, but SO MUfT. *n _.<_-^ •
thencome md check us out There are so many
you have. Even when the water supply comes
. . . j in one hour every six days, no complaints are

10|

heard. Though wefindfew of the usual comforft
we are made to feel at home.
to;
Thoughts about the needs of the village's |
volve around education, once the well an
ing tanks are completed The excitement,
ity and large numbers of children who are t
to learn are amazing. Educated teachers,
cient materials and an early start via a prewould raise San Juan to a new level.
education could lead to improvement in
care as well, especially nutrition
"Have
The best answer to the quesuon

lie

19.

k

made a difference?" comes from the v.
themselves. They say we put them in " " J .
the wider world. It also makes them feelg
we care, and in their typical humble m
wonder why we should even come. A spa*
answer might describe the meaning °
however, after living here for two wee
becomes friendship - the essence of life-

^
^
^
^
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Moll of the Wild
NALL

Early Warning System
'__X—

1

This week I am
introducing the Early
Warning System for
my articles. I will
warn the readers in
bold at the beginning
of the wordy sections
so they can avoid them
and go to the more
conversational-withpopcorn-style parts.

Sexual Spectrum
^section is rather philosophical.
Skip it
utothefollowingpart.
use ofmisinformative zeal in the last issue
the comments of friends and others I have
doverthe lastfew years, I feel it is important
,wtalkaboutmy friends of nonheterosexual
hntations. Idislike the term, but for e a s e l will
[ff[0 all homosexual and more or less bisexual
,._ as "gay persons." Part of the problem is
gjttuality is not as dualistic as many people
„H like to think, and the simplification of our
05 _ evidence of prejudicial thinking. Divininto "us" and "them" is a symptom of the
by both "gay" and "heterosexual" people
^connect "themselves" from each "other,"
en sexual orientations vary all along a specambiguity is the average.
Steven
Ifirstmet Steven when I was a freshman at
iaTech. He was a junior architecture major
^talented graphic artist; in addition, h e had
developed computer skills. I met him
lougnalarge group of computer intellectuals at
i school; we had several friends in common
we met
We realized our musical tastes were similar;
he had been collecting stuff for a longer
nod of time, I was eager to hear things h e ' d
mdbefore buying them myself. We wound up
jding alotof time together as well as with our
ads, with whom we would play cards, eat out,
Our friends' discussions sometimes (ok,
en) arrived at sexuality, a touchy subject at a
chnical school with a 7:1 male/female ratio. In
discussions, most of us were fairly opennded about alternative life-styles; there were a
nwhohad a "that's disgusting" reaction and
(refused to talk about it any more, or if they
.resorted to silly arguments about the naturalis of the behavior (ignoring all sorts of intertingthings that do exist in nature) or its ChrisByl (typically employing Judaic law to judge
condemn rather than Christ's love and toler« of others).
eventually most of the close-minded folk

"gay" population, as much or more as in the
mosdy heterosexual population, and nothing is
so untrue for an individual as a stereotype. I
would like, however, to talk about a contrasting
wouldn't
to
participate
in our rather
\1rr\1
.._-.•.-. ' »- continue
-*
_.
•
character who was perhaps closer to the conbroad and open discussions of anything. Steven
ventional stereotypes but still highly individual
began to feel more comfortable trusting us, and
Adam was extremely flamboyant even as a
he told us h e was gay (in the jargon: he "came
freshman, and became gradually more extreme
o u f ' t o u s ) . H e said hehad always been attracted
and excessive in his attempts to crusade against
to other guys, and that there was no particular
the prejudice he assumed inmost "heterosexuals."
reasoninvolved: only his nature. It was surprising
Adam was skinny and long-haired he wore
to all of us, because we'd always thought of
vibrantly colored and suggestively ripped
Steven as a "masculine" kind of guy-tall and
clothing. Because he and Steven were friends, I
b e a r d e d deep-voiced and jovial. That prompted
tried to get to know him for awhile, but found I
many of us to re-evaluate our ideas.
had trouble accepting him.
I didn't let his revelation affect our friendship,
Adam was outspoken and brash about his
but shortly after that Steven made a rather clear
sexuality, and nothing pleased him more than to
pass at me. I was not expecting it, and startled
offend someone with an outrageous display of
and w e talked for a long time. Steven let m e
his sexual orientation, through words or actions.
know that he had been attracted to me for awhile,
He claimed to be bisexual, though he never
and I explained that, though I considered him a
seemedtohang out with any womfa, e, i, o, u, and
good friend and greatly respected him, I could
sometimes y]n. I never cared what his prefernot return his physical affection. H e was
ences were, butl found his company and constant
unsurprised I think, and we remained close
harping on sexual matters to be boring, redunfriends. I found that he seemed rather stuck on
dant, and immature. Adam was obsessed with
people of a certain physical appearance, which I
his sexuality, and slept around in a thoughtless
matched closely enough.
and dangerous manner (he would talk about all of
I actually found it flattering that he liked m e his sexual encounters). Of course, many of my
in all the ways h e did, and he never put any heterosexual friends were just as bad.
pressure on our friendship because of his physical
He spent so much time concentrating on his
attraction to me. I have known persons who sexuality that he failed out of school, and went to
threatened or committed violence to those "gays work programming computers. H e moved in
going too far," who were presumptuous enough with an abusive boyfriend, who beat him up
to commit the crime of trying to make advances occasionally and was fiercely jealous of him.
for going out or actually (!!!) TOUCHING them Adam, never one for monogamy, eventually
on the arm (God forbid, of course). A friend of passed on a case of gonorrhea to him. Eventumine knew a devout "Christian" who put some ally, they broke up and Adam went back to his
poor gay guy in a hospital for trying to ask him parents; he had strained relations with them, but
out. " H e just went too far," the "Christian" they didn't abandon him. Last I h e a r d he had
explained.
cleaned up his life and habits, had a caring and
I don't understand the fear that many persons steady relationship, and was working in his own
seem to express abouthaving gay persons express
thriving computer consulting firm.
interest in them. I guess that's why it's called
Please realize that my selection of portraits
"homophobia." Maybe some "normal" hetero- here is very small compared with the infinitely
sexuals are afraid that others will think they variable population of "gay" persons.
themselves will be "suspected" of homosexuality if they tolerate gay persons at all. I don't
Gay Myths Exploded
understand that, either—it's like a circle of fear
I hope that those for whom this messages
("I can't tolerate gay people because I can't let
appear obvious will forgive m e here, but making
myself seem to b e a gay person because I won't these points seems necessarytom e .
1. "Gay" persons do not generally like little
be tolerated?"). Besides, what does it matter if
some gay person is "thinking about" you? Why boys/girls. Most of those I have known prefer
relationships with equally mature partners.
not be flattered? What is there to fear?
I respected Steven as much as I have nearly Granted, there is an element which seeks out the
attentions of minors or near-minors- however, is
anyone near my own age, and still do. The last I
there not also this minority element among heth e a r d h e was moving in with a boyfriend in
Canada and looking for work I can see him as a erosexuals? Pedophilia is a controversial probfamily man, a devoted partner, and one of the lem among all sexual orientations.
2. "Gay" persons do not all fall into the
most gentle and compassionate people I have
known. H e gave others the moral couragetobe stereotypical modes of sexual behavior which
are often attributed them. Some find anal and/or
themselves, and patiently tried to help those who
oral
sex personally repulsive. As a further comvilified him in their ignorance.
plication to stereotypes, many heterosexual
couples perform anal and/or oral sex. Certainly
Adam
the more extreme S&M folks form a small miThrough Steven and some of his friends and
other "gay" persons who felt comfortable being nority fringe among all sexual orientations; howaround us, I began to discover what should be an ever, they should not be taken as the norm for a
obvious truth: there is an enormous variety in the particular orientation, as often is implied by

rigbl-wing propagandists.
3. Tastes in partners vary widely among "gay"
persons; they prefer more or less "masculine" or
"feminine"partners based on personal tastes. Some
have more discriminating tastes, while others may
not be as particular. There is no difference in this
matter from heterosexual tastes.
4. While the more flamboyant self-styled gay
community may be easily distinguishable (crossdressing, etc.) they do not represent the broadest
sector of people. Most "gay" persons cannot be
picked out for reasons of physical appearance or
superficial behavior.
5. "Gay" persons are not any more likely to
discomfort you with sudden propositions or advances simply because of their sexuality than heterosexual persons, though "they" may if attracted
to you It is ludicroustothink just because aperson
of your sex is attracted to some other persons of
your sex that he/she will undoubtedly wish to have
sex with you. As I have said "gay" persons have
taste like everyone else- and social awareness.
Because of social discrimination, "they" know
how important it is to be careful in looking for
friends, perhaps more so than those of heterosexual
orientations.
6. "Gay" persons are just like heterosexual
persons, only "their" sexual orientation, though
relatively widespread and latent among the socalled "heterosexuals," is repressed and persecuted
by some (many?) members of this society. The
sexual orientation is not always (or even often?)
entirely homosexual or heterosexual- it seems unlikely solely from the point of view of persecution
that the orientation is a "choice." I haven't formed
an opinion as to whether there is anything genetic
involved, any more or less than in any other behavior—there isn't really much evidence available. If
it is genetic, then I imagine that in the past, offspring
being more difficult to raise and more likelytodie,
the "gay" members of a family were an advantage
in gathering food and protecting the children of the
next generation without adding to their number—
for as close relatives the children would also carry
some of their gay relatives' genetic material, making the arrangement beneficial in an evolutionary
sensetoall.
It is patronizing to think that anyone is "missing"
something, when many "gay" persons have had
experience in relationships with both sexes and are
satisfied with their sexuality. Along with "their"
normal sexuality, "they" have jobs, family, friends,
enemies, personal goals, talents, faults, and all the
other precious human characteristics.
I don't know how many of you are still with me
here; after hearing all of the casually accepted
prejudices in statements of people around me, I felt
I should say something- people have been describing my friends with negative stereotypes. I think
the cause of prejudice about sexuality is that most
prejudiced people have never known or been friends
with a "gay" person, and I try to provide at least
indirect experience here. It is my hope that sometime not too far in the future people will five
without these labels of race, religion, and sexuality
acting to divide them with imaginary lines. The
realization will come, I hope, that the word "faggot" is "nigger" with a sexual paint job.
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MISSIONfrom page 7

ROLLINS COLLEGE

provoking responses from the students. The following are some
of those responses:

MISSION STATEMENT

Penelope Richey, Rollins Junior

Rollins College holds a distinctive place in American higher education. From its
founding in 1885, the College has emphasized quality liberal education, and, since
the 1920's, has developed a tradition of innovation inthe liberal arts. Drawing upon
this dual heritage, Rollins has also established a nationally recognized graduate
management school and coniiiiuirig education program. United by the values of
liberal education and integrated by a single collegiate structure, these diverse
programs and student populations distinguish Rollins as a comprehensive liberal
am institution which educates students for active citizenship in a global society and
disseminates the values' of a liberal education in the wider community.
The College affirms its commitment to excellence and
innovation throughout its programs* Rollins is dedicated to
rigorous education in a caring and responsive environment;
distinctive programs which are interdisciplinary and
collaborative; advancement of the art scholarship.p and creative endeavor, continuing priorities are diversity among students, staff, an M____i__l___i and the integration
of a rich array of cocurricular opportuiiities with the curriculum.
Rollins acceptsits historical responsibility to serve the Central Floridacommunity
through educational programs and cultural and enrichment activities. Because
aesthetic values contribute to a climate in which liberal education flourishes, the
College is also committed to preserving the integrity of its architecture and the
beauty and environmental health of its lakeside campus.

"The Mission Statement coincides with the real Rollins
somewhat The big discrepancy, in my eyes, is that education and
educational opportunities sound more significant and meritorious
in the statement. It could be a paragraph from the prospectus. (Is
that what it is supposedtosound like?) Isn't a Mission Statement
supposed to embody the goals an organization believes in and
strives for, not a list of prior accomplishments?"
Curtis Bouknight, Rollins Freshman
"This is my first reading of the Mission Statement. I could not
pinpoint any weaknesses within it. Overall, I think that the
Mission Statement clearly sets an empowering vision. Like a
champion, ever-advancing, never retreating, consistently striving
for excellence."
Adriana Valdes, Rollins Junior
"Although it shouldbe comprehensive, itshouldnotbe verbose.
I also think that ending the Statement on aesthetics does not
capture the true spirit of the college."
Heather Smiley, Rollins Junior
"I would like to see more mentioned about the interaction
between faculty, staff, and students. I also think it pays lip servjce
to diversity. It may be the ideal, but it is certainly not the reality."

February 21, 1992

Robiaun Rogers, Rollins Junior
"I have read the Mission Statement before and I do think that it
does have weaknesses as well as strengths. My main concern is
that paragraph two should be more concise and defining. There

is a lot that is being said in this paragraph, but it is not clear or
focused. The historical information presented in the first paragraph is very educational. I think it is definitely a strength.

Overall, I believe the Mission Statement can be more concrete _
the experience of being active at Rollins College. This staiei
seems rather abstract and divorced from this."
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WOMEN'S BASKETSALL/vs.
Florida Tech/5:15 PM

___-«
:_______

ADEPT MEETING/Sullivan House/
5:15 PM

• ik_-_H

R-FLAG MEETING/ Sullivan House/6:30

MEN'S BASKETBALL/vs. Florida
Tech/7:30 PM

FRIDAY

CAMPUS CRUSADE FOR CHRIST/ French
House/ 7 PM

SATURDAY

SUNDAY

LASER PRINTER FOR SALE: Apple LaserWritej
IINT ; Very upgradable and cost effective!
per page) Versatile paper handling, manual fa
exchangeable paper trays, good toner with ii
even coverage. Runs with Apples as well
IBM's (with OS/2 and MS-DOS). Can ber
worked, does background printing (prints wtiSj
other work is being done). SALE PRICE: $20.
Call 646-2696 (Rollins Extension 2696) fori
ther information.
Entrepreneur Needed to promote newanduniqi
graduation picture postcards. Good opportuni
to learn and EARN money. 869 -4575
THE WORD PROcessor
Types
Papers- Essays-Themes-Theses
As low as $1.50 per page
Nancy 339-1093
Looking for grants, scholarships, student I
we can guarantee financial aid. Call j
express at (800) 727-2258 extension 4744
RESUMES: $15 each, saved on disk'$5_^ap •
etc. 24 hour turnaround. Pickup and D<
Black and White Inc., 645-5495

JSL MEETING/Sullivan House/
5:00 PM

TRAVELOGUE FILM SERIES/
Viva, Mexico/ Bush Auditorium
SWIMMING/vs. Morehouse
College & Spelman College/
11:00 AM

BASEBALL/vs. Stetson/1:00 PM
Catholic Mass/ Knowles
Memorial Chapel/ 8:30 PM
SWIMMING/vs. University of
the South/12:00 PM

BASEBALL/Alumni Game/
1:00 PM
Catholic Mass/ Newman
House/ 5:30 PM

FUND RAISER: all it takes is a small group***
little energy and alot of excitement to earn W
- $1500 in just one week. Call 1 (800) 592
extension 313.

Help Wanted
EXCELLENT EXTRA INCOME NOW
ENVELOPE STUFFING - $600 - $800 every
week - Free Details: SASE to:
International Inc.
1356 Coney Island Avenue
Brooklyn, New York 11230
EARN EXTRA INCOME: distribulingpron^.
material on campus. Flexible part-t'm 9J|
For more information call Kathy at
2121 extension 127.
CRUISE SHIPS N O W HIRING: E a m ^ J I
month and world travel (Hawaii, »>
.
Carribean, etc.) Holiday, Summer »"
employmentavailable. Noexper'cnff
For employment program call 1-2
ext.C5417

8

BASEBALL/vs. Flagler/7:00 PM
SIGMA DELTA PI MEETING/
Pinehurst Lobby/8:00 PM

ALASKA SUMMER ^ L O Y M ^ L ) ^
Earn $600+/week in canneries or >
. fl
on fishing boats. Free transport^
Board! Over 8,000 openings. r*>
necessary. MALEorFEMALE. Geun
this summer! For employment ?<*
(206) 545-4155 ext.A54l7
ADVANC E QUICKLY: No ^ '
sary, w i l l train. T e l e m a r k e t e r ^
Managers. Potential Career C W * »
gage Industry - 872-1003 ask

^

